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Abstract

Building and transportation sectors together account for two-thirds of the total energy
consumption in the US. There is a need to make these energy systems (i.e., buildings
and vehicles) more energy efficient. One way to make grid-connected buildings more
energy efficient is to integrate the heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC)
system of the building with a micro-scale concentrated solar power (MicroCSP) system. Additionally, one way to make vehicles driven by internal combustion engine
(ICE) more energy efficient is by integrating the ICE with a waste heat recovery
(WHR) system. But, both the resulting energy systems need a smart supervisory
controller, such as a model predictive controller (MPC), to optimally satisfy the energy demand. Consequently, this dissertation centers on development of models and
design of MPCs to optimally control the combined (i) building HVAC system and the
MicroCSP system, and (ii) ICE system and the WHR system.

In this PhD dissertation, MPCs are designed based on the (i) First Law of Thermodynamics (FLT), and (ii) Second Law of Thermodynamics (SLT) for each of the two
energy systems. Maximizing the FLT efficiency of an energy system will minimise
energy consumption of the system. MPC designed based on FLT efficiency are denoted as energy based MPC (EMPC). Furthermore, maximizing the SLT efficiency
of the energy system will maximise the available energy for a given energy input and

xxxvii

a given surroundings. MPC designed based on SLT efficiency are denoted as exergy
based MPC (XMPC).

Optimal EMPC and XMPC are designed and applied to the combined building HVAC
and MicroCSP system. In order to evaluate the designed EMPC and XMPC, a common rule based controller (RBC) was designed and applied to the combined building
HVAC and MicroCSP system. The results show that the building energy consumption reduces by 38% when EMPC is applied to the combined MicroCSP and building
HVAC system instead of using the RBC. XMPC applied to the combined MicroCSP
and building HVAC system reduces the building energy consumption by 45%, compared to when RBC is applied.

Optimal EMPC and XMPC are designed and applied to the combined ICE and WHR
system. The results show that the fuel consumption of the ICE reduces by 4% when
WHR system is added to the ICE and when RBC is applied to both ICE and WHR
systems. EMPC applied to the combined ICE and WHR system reduces the fuel
consumption of the ICE by 6.2%, compared to when RBC is applied to ICE without
WHR system. XMPC applied to the combined ICE and WHR system reduces the
fuel consumption of the ICE by 7.2%, compared to when RBC is applied to ICE
without WHR system.

xxxviii

Chapter 1

Introduction

One of the major challenges that the world is facing today is climate change. The
repercussions of climate change are expected to be devastating in the future compared
to what several countries are experiencing currently. Indeed, heat waves, with very
high and unprecedented temperatures, struck several countries breaking records and
reaching up to 41 ◦ C in South Korea in 2018 [9] and 48 ◦ C in Portugal in 2003
[10]. On the other hand, the lowest temperature ever recorded on earth (−93.2 ◦ C)
was reported in Antarctica in 2010 [11]. These extreme weather conditions cause
high energy consumption in buildings due to the increased demand for both cooling
and heating in order to ensure the temperature comfort of the users. In addition,
the increase in world’s population [12] and increasing urbanization [12] of the world’s
population cause high energy consumption in the transportation sector. These lead to
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a vicious cycle and a snowball effect that, if not addressed quickly and appropriately,
could have drastic consequences on our planet in the near future.

Need for Energy Efficient Programs for Building Sector: The International
Energy Agency (IEA) reported that building direct emissions contributed to 28% of
the global fossil fuel-based greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in 2019 [13]. About 45%
of the world’s primary energy resources are consumed by buildings [14]. Heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems are among the most energy-consuming
loads in a building and are responsible for 40% of its energy consumption [14]. Furthermore, United States Energy Information Administration (EIA) reports [15] that
building sector accounted for two-thirds of the electricity consumed in 2019 in the US.
The report further shows that internal combustion engines (ICEs) used for customerowned electricity generation accounted for 6% of the total electricity used by buildings. The report further predicts that the customer-owned electricity generation in
buildings is only going to increase from now till 2050. In addition, authors in reference [16] argue in favor of customer-owned electricity generation when considering
the economic feasibility of off-grid electricity usage in rural areas where the grid is
not yet extended. Furthermore, ICE based power generators are used as the main
back-up electricity source in grid connected buildings [17]. Increasing environmental
calamities causing disruption to the power grid makes the 12 billion USD global generator industry stronger [18, 19]. All these demand for optimizing energy usage in
(i) building HVAC systems, and (ii) ICE systems and make them energy efficient as
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much as possible.

Need for Energy Efficient Programs for Transportation Sector: According
to the recent EIA report [15], 31% of the total CO2 emissions in the US in 2019
was caused by the transportation sector. Furthermore, over 75% of the transportation sector is primarily driven by ICEs (Fig. 1.1(a)). This includes ICEs used in over
90% of light-duty vehicles in 2019 in the US (Fig. 1.1(b)). The report further predicts that in 2050, over 65% of the transportation sector would be primarily driven
by ICEs (Fig. 1.1(a)). Hence, minimizing energy usage in ICEs makes an important
contribution for energy efficiency programs.

1.1

Building HVAC + Micro-scale Concentrated
Solar Power (MicroCSP) System

Solar energy is the principal and most abundant source of clean energy on the
planet [20]. Indeed, the total annual energy consumption of the entire world can
be met by solar collectors with 20% efficiency, covering a thousandth of the terrestrial sphere [21]. The three main solar-based technologies utilized to harvest solar
power are: (i) the photovoltaic (PV) cell technology commonly employed to generate
electrical power; (ii) the solar thermal power technology which is mainly used for heat
generation; and (iii) the concentrated solar power (CSP) technology that generates
3

Quadrillion British
Thermal Units →

(a) Transportation sector consumption (by fuel).

Year →

Millions of Vehicles →

(b) Light-duty vehicle sales by fuel type.

Year →
Figure 1.1: Demographics of energy systems in the transportation sector in
the USA showing: (a) the contribution of ICE in the transportation sector,
(b) the contribution of ICE in light-duty vehicles. (Reprinted from [15]).

both electrical and thermal energy. Figure 1.2 categorizes the solar-assisted HVAC
systems into three main categories, based on the solar energy technology utilized in
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the system.
FlatPlate [46,
47, 48,
49, 50]

Evacuated
Tubes
[41,
42, 43,
44, 45]

PV
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[22, 23]

Solar
Thermal

Solar Photovoltaic

PV
Thermal
[24,
25, 26]

Solar Assisted
HVAC Systems
Parabolic
Troughs
[27, 28,
29, 30,
31, 32,
33, 34]

Solar
Tower
[40]

Concentrated
Solar
Power

Linear
Fresnel
[37,
38, 39]

Dish
Stirling
[35, 36]

Figure 1.2: Types of solar-assisted HVAC systems for buildings.

CSP systems can provide both electrical power and heating source that offer the
most versatility when integrated to building HVAC systems. In addition, downsizing
the CSP technology into micro-scale concentrated solar power (MicroCSP) systems
with a rated power up to 1 MW [51] offers the advantageous of a distributed energy
resource (DER). Indeed, the power engines used in MicroCSP systems are, in most
cases, based on the organic Rankine cycle (ORC) that imitates the conventional
5

Rankine cycle; but, instead of using water as a working fluid, it utilizes an organic
fluid to convert low-grade thermal energy into electrical energy [52]. Even though the
thermal efficiency of the ORC engine is intrinsically low, the building can harvest the
low-grade waste heat of the ORC engine to fulfill the required thermal energy, hence
improving the overall efficiency [53]. Moreover, the combination of ORC engines with
solar collectors is a good candidate for renewable energy integration into buildings
as they are becoming more competitive with PV panels in terms of energy pricing
[54]. The authors in reference [3] show that, by integrating MicroCSP into the HVAC
system, buildings can save 8% more energy than what they could have saved by using
PV.

In a MicroCSP system, solar energy is converted into thermal energy by the parabolic
trough collectors (PTC). This collected thermal energy is then stored in the thermal
energy storage (TES) before being dispatched into the ORC to be converted into
electrical and thermal energies that are used to assist the HVAC system to supply
heating or cooling to the building. Figure 1.3 shows the different architectures of the
MicroCSP integration into the building HVAC system depending on the use case and
heating/cooling demand of the building.

Heating Cogeneration: The MicroCSP system is inherently capable of producing
both electricity and heat. This capability can be leveraged for heating applications
in buildings by integrating the MicroCSP system into the building HVAC system.
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Figure 1.3: Architectures for MicroCSP system integration into building
HVAC systems: (a) heating cogeneration architecture, (b) cooling cogeneration architecture, (c) combined heat and cooling cogeneration architecture,
and (d) trigeneration architecture.
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Indeed, as we can see in Architecture (a) in Figure 1.3, the energy produced in the
solar field is stored in the TES before being dispatched to the ORC engine following
a specific control strategy. The ORC engine converts the high-temperature heat into
electrical energy and cogenerated low-grade thermal energy. The electrical energy can
supply heat pumps (HPs) of the HVAC system to provide heating to the building.
As per the low-grade cogenerated energy, depending on the set points of the ORC
engine, it is either injected directly to heat the building or utilized to preheat the
supply air to the HPs.

Cooling Cogeneration: The combined MicroCSP and building HVAC system can
also supply cooling to the building, as shown in Architecture (b) in Figure 1.3. In
this application, the power produced by the ORC is supplied to the cooling system,
while the low-grade heat is used by the absorption chiller [55] to provide cooling to
the building.

This architecture tries to exploit the MicroCSP heat cogeneration to increase its
overall efficiency. However, to avoid dependency of the cooling loads on the MicroCSP
system and solar irradiation, an electricity-driven cooling system is also used and can
be supplied by the electricity grid.

Combined Heat and Cooling Cogeneration: In some cases, buildings require
both heating and cooling simultaneously. For instance, office buildings with onpremises computer servers and data centers would need cooling for the computing
8

systems and heating for the office rooms in winter. In such a case, the MicroCSP system can be integrated into the building HVAC, as shown in Architecture (c) in Figure
1.3, so that the electricity produced by the ORC is supplied to the HVAC cooling
system, while the heat is directly supplied to the building. However, the sizing of the
MicroCSP and TES in this application is critical as the heating loads of the building
will be entirely dependent on the MicroCSP production and consequently relying on
solar irradiation.

Trigeneration: Architecture (d) is proposed as an alternative that improves Architecture (c) and provides both heating and cooling without being completely dependent
on MicroCSP production. Indeed, as can be seen in Figure 1.3d, an electricity-driven
heating system is added to the system so that the system can be supplied through
the electricity grid in case the MicroCSP is not generating sufficient heat.

The four architectures presented in this section are the main system configurations
that are employed to leverage the integration of a MicroCSP system into the building
HVAC system depending on its applications or needs (heating, cooling, or both).
Each architecture is composed of several components that interact with each other
and these components need to be controlled so that they can operate optimally.
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1.2

Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) + Waste
Heat Recovery (WHR) System

Internal Combustion Engine
100% - Fuel

42-46% - Useful Work

29-40% - Energy Losses
18-25% - Exhaust

4

Evaporator
Condenser

4-7% - Additional Useful Work

Turbine

Pump

1

2

3

Waste Heat Recovery System (Using Organic Rankine Cycle)
Figure 1.4: Energy balance for a sample combined ICE and WHR system.

Figure 1.4 shows that in an ICE, about one fourth of the input fuel energy is wasted
as thermal energy by the exhaust gases leaving the ICE [56]. A waste heat recovery
(WHR) system converts this wasted thermal energy to a usable form of energy [57].
In a WHR system, a heat exchanger (HE) transfers the thermal energy from exhaust
gas to a heat engine [58] or a thermo-electric generator (TEG) [59]. In a TEG,
thermal energy is directly converted to electricity using semi-conductors. The heat
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engine generally used in WHRs is an ORC device which converts thermal energy
to mechanical energy. The choice of the prime mover in a WHR system is mainly
dictated by the size and the operating temperatures of the ICE [60]. This dissertation
focuses on an ORC driven WHR system owing to the size of the ICE used in this
work.

1.3

Model Predictive Control (MPC) of Energy
Systems

Optimal control strategies are required to fully utilize the potential of the two energy systems including building HVAC integrated with MicroCSP, and IC engine
with WHR. Model predictive controller (MPC) is an optimal controller which offers
versatility in the control of energy systems [61, 62].

Figure 1.5(a) shows the general structure of an MPC framework for an energy system
like an ICE or an HVAC system. Additionally, Figure 1.5(b) shows control strategy
of the MPC. Figure 1.5 shows that the MPC framework provides a real-time and
future optimal solutions to the energy system. The optimal solutions are calculated
such that (i) the predicted error between the reference input and the plant output
is reduced, (ii) the predicted objective function reaches the minimum (or maximum)
value; and (iii) the actuator, and system limits are not breached.
11
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Figure 1.5: Fundamentals of MPC showing: (a) the general schematic
of an MPC framework for an ICE or an HVAC system, (b) the graphical
representation of MPC principles with key indicators.
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The predicted error is calculated as the difference between the current + future predicted reference trajectory and the predicted plant output. The predicted energy
system output and the predicted objective function is calculated in the energy system model. The energy system model considers the (i) current system outputs, (ii)
current + future predictions of the control inputs, (iii) current + future predictions of
external signals (e.g., solar irradiation, ambient temperature, etc). It is worth noting
that, the prediction time of the reference trajectory and the external signals dictates
the time for the output, error, objective, and control inputs predictions. This time is
termed as the “prediction horizon” denoted by p in Fig. 1.5(b). The time for MPC
to reach the optimal control value is termed as the “control horizon” denoted by m
in Fig. 1.5(b). The time between two subsequent MPC calculations is termed as the
“sample time” denoted by k.

Different MPC methods have been developed to cater to a broad range of industry
applications of MPC control. Figure 1.6 shows the different types of MPC methods depending on the (i) solution method [63, 64, 65], (ii) uncertainties in the system [66, 67, 68, 69], (iii) dynamics of the system [70, 71, 72], and (iv) scale of the
system [73, 74]. Additionally, MPCs have been successfully utilized for optimal control
of building HVAC systems [75] with heat pumps [76], vapor compression systems [77],
chillers [78], PV panels and batteries [22, 79]. MPC has also been used for the optimal
control of IC engines [80] in spark ignition [81], compression ignition (diesel) [82, 83],
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reactivity controlled compression ignition (RCCI) [84] combustion modes. Additionally, a detailed literature review for the application of MPC for building HVAC, ICE,
and WHR systems are provided in Chapters 2 and 3.

Offsetfree
MPC [68]

Explicit
MPC [63]

Fast
MPC
[65]

Implicit
MPC [64]

Adaptive
MPC [69]

Stochastic
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Uncertainties in the
system

Solution
method

Robust
MPC [66]

Model Predictive Control
(MPC)

Hybrid
MPC [72]

Decentralized
MPC [73]

Scale of
the system

Dynamic of
the system

Linear
MPC [70]

Hierarchical MPC
[74]

Nonlinear
MPC [71]

Figure 1.6: MPC categories and corresponding MPC methods.
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1.4

Challenges and Research Gaps in State-of-theart

In this section, the two research gaps in the state-of-the-art which this PhD dissertation aims to fill are detailed.

1. Integrated MPC for energy systems: Section 1.3 shows the suitability and
advantages of MPC for energy systems. A comprehensive review of the literature
shows that studies have been carried out in the area of MPC for building HVAC, ICE,
and WHR systems individually; but there is a clear gap in studies on MPC which
optimizes the combined building HVAC + MicroCSP system and the combined ICE
+ WHR systems. This thesis presents the first study to control an integrated building
HVAC and MicroCSP systems by using MPC. Similarly, this thesis presents the first
study for an integrated control of ICE and WHR, by using MPC. This allows for the
optimal performance of the whole system, and achieves better performance compared
to optimizing each component individually.

2. “Exergy”-wise control design: In order to optimize the energy usage in realtime, the designed MPC framework needs to define the energy flow and availability in
an energy system. First Law of Thermodynamics (FLT) defines a state function which
provides a statement of energy conservation [85]. Energy analysis can determine the
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energy flows in a system. But, energy analysis does not quantify the irreversibilities
in the system. The Second Law of Thermodynamics (SLT) defines entropy which is
used to calculate exergy, or availability, as the portion of energy that can do useful
work in a specific environment [85]. Exergy analysis can determine sources of entropy
production and irreversibilities that cause the loss of work potential (i.e., exergy
destruction) during a process [86, 87]. Compared to energy analysis, exergy analysis
provides much more insight for control of a system to obtain the maximum efficiency
in a specific environment [88]. In particular, exergy-based analysis and exergy-wise
real time optimization is essential when dealing with systems with different energy
conversions. Majority of the controllers in the literature are FLT based, while SLT
based controllers can offer superior performance for systems with energy conversions.
This thesis presents the first SLT-based controllers for HVAC + MicroCSP systems
and ICE + WHR systems.

1.5

Contribution of this Dissertation

The PhD dissertation aims to address the research gaps identified in Section 1.4. In
tune with that, the work in this PhD dissertation is divided in three stages. They
are,

1. Model Development

16

† Control oriented models based on the FLT and SLT are developed and/or validated for both of the energy systems. The energy systems studied are (i) the
combined MicroCSP and building HVAC system and (ii) the combined ICE and
WHR system.

2. Design of MPC Framework
† MPC frameworks are designed for the two energy systems to provide real-time
optimal solutions to the system actuators. The objectives of the designed MPCs
are to:
– minimize the energy consumption of the system;
– minimize the energy cost of the system; and/or
– minimize the exergy destruction of the system.

3. Analysis of the Designed MPC Framework
† The results show that the designed MPC frameworks can:
– reduce the building HVAC energy consumption by 38% and 45% when
optimal energy based MPC (EMPC) and exergy based MPC (XMPC) is
applied to the combined MicroCSP and building HVAC system instead of
a rule based controller (RBC);
– reduce the building HVAC energy cost by 70% when optimal energy cost
based MPC (CMPC) is applied to the combined MicroCSP and building
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HVAC system instead of the applied RBC; and

– reduce the ICE fuel consumption by 6% and 7% when optimal EMPC and
XMPC is applied to the combined ICE and WHR system; compared to
when RBC is applied to ICE system without WHR.

1.6

Organisation of this Dissertation

The dissertation is organised as follows. Chapter 2 presents the modeling and optimal control of the combined MicroCSP and building HVAC system. In Chapter 2,
the experimental testbed of the combined MicroCSP and building HVAC system is
introduced. Then in Chapter 2, the mathematical models of the combined MicroCSP
and building HVAC system are described. In addition, three different optimal control
strategies are designed and applied to the combined MicroCSP and building HVAC
system in Chapter 2. The three optimal controllers are (i) EMPC, (ii) CMPC, and
(iii) XMPC. Finally in Chapter 2, the key results of the three designed MPC frameworks are analysed and compared.

Chapter 3 presents the modeling and optimal control of the combined ICE with
WHR system. In Chapter 3, the experimental testbed of the combined ICE with
WHR system system is introduced. Then in Chapter 3, the mathematical models
of the combined ICE with WHR system are described. In Chapter 3, EMPC and
18

XMPC are designed and analysed for the combined ICE with WHR system. Finally,
this dissertation is concluded, and possible future work is discussed in Chapter 4.
The organization of this dissertation is summarized in Fig. 1.7.
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Chapter 2

Model Predictive Control for Micro-scale
Concentrated Solar Power and Building
HVAC System1

2.1

Introduction

The United States Energy Information Agency (EIA) [89] reported that 38% of the
total energy consumed, and 35% of the total CO2 emissions in the US in 2017 were
contributed by electricity consumption. In addition, 35% of the total electricity consumption was caused by commercial buildings; while, the heating, ventilation, and
1

The results from this chapter are based Reddy et al. publications on (1) Energy Based MPC
in [1, 3], (2) Energy Cost Based MPC in [2, 3], (3) Exergy Based MPC in [4, 5], and Optimal
Integration and Control in [6].
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air-conditioning (HVAC) systems were responsible for 42% of electricity consumption
in commercial buildings in the US. This highlights the significance of the HVAC systems in commercial buildings and the need for developing methods to reduce HVAC
energy consumption.

The integration of solar renewable energy into building HVAC system reduces the
energy consumption from non-renewable sources like fossil fuels and thereby reduces
CO2 emissions caused by building HVAC systems. One common approach is to collect renewable solar energy and convert it to thermal energy using parabolic trough
collectors (PTC). Next, the conversion of stored thermal energy to electrical energy
is done using an organic Rankine cycle (ORC) in a concentrated solar power (CSP)
system [90]. CSP systems that have a power output of less than 1 MW have recently
gained popularity due to their energy saving potential [51] and are termed as microscale CSP (MicroCSP) systems. MicroCSP shows great promise for integration into
building HVAC systems [2, 91]. But MicroCSP is driven by solar energy, which is
limited to daylight hours and needs to be stored in order to be dispatched optimally
in accordance with the building HVAC system energy demand.

This thesis investigates the control of the combined building HVAC and MicroCSP
system. In the MicroCSP system in this thesis, the solar energy is converted to
thermal energy by the PTC. The thermal energy from the PTC is then stored in a
thermal energy storage (TES) and dispatched to the ORC when demanded by the
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building HVAC system. The ORC co-generates electrical energy and thermal energy.
The thermal energy from the ORC is used for heating purposes in the HVAC system
in the building. In addition, electrical energy from the ORC reduces the electrical
energy consumption from the grid in the HVAC system.

A controller is required to optimally operate the combined HVAC system in the
building and the MicroCSP system. Authors in reference [76] show the suitability of
model based design approach and model predictive controllers (MPC) to optimally
control the HVAC systems in the building. Furthermore, authors in reference [92]
show the advantages of MPC when applied to a domestic micro-grid system integrated
with a photo-voltaic system for both management of power flow and thermal comfort.
In another study in reference [93], authors discuss a robust MPC strategy to improve
air control in an air-conditioning systems in the presence of model uncertainties while
handling the constraints of the air handling units directly. MPC can provide real-time
optimal solution based on the present value and the future predictions of ambient
conditions, and solar irradiation while (i) handling constraints on TES, ORC, and
heat pumps in this study, and (ii) maintaining the comfort temperature bounds in
the thermal zones of the building. Hence in this thesis, control-oriented models of
the building and MicroCSP are developed; then, an MPC framework is designed to
optimally control the TES usage, ORC operation, along with the thermal energy flow
from the heat pumps to the building. It is worth noting that, the building thermal
model and HVAC model are based on a real test setup at Michigan Technological
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University and the MicroCSP model is based on a recently purchased system [94, 95].

First law of thermodynamics (FLT) defines the energy conservation [85]. Energy
analysis can determine the energy flows in a system. But, energy analysis does not
quantify the irreversibilities. The second law of thermodynamics (SLT) defines exergy, or availability, as the portion of energy that can do useful work in a specific
environment [85]. Exergy analysis can determine sources of entropy production and
irreversibilities that cause the loss of work potential (i.e., exergy destruction) during
a process [86, 87]. Compared to energy analysis, exergy analysis increases the computational complexity of the system [6]. Additionally, the growth in electrical energy
consumption and time-varying power demand by consumers have motivated energy
utility companies to set variable energy cost, called the locational marginal price
(LMP), according to the daily temporal energy demand and supply [96]. Therefore,
an optimal reduction in energy consumption might not translate to optimal reduction
in energy cost due to varying LMP.

Hence in this thesis, the optimality of the designed MPC framework is based on either
the energy, operational cost or the exergy of the combined MicroCSP and the building
HVAC system. The organization of the remainder of the Chapter is as follows.

Detailed description of the building and the MicroCSP test-beds are given in Section 2.2. Energy and exergy models of the sub-systems are described in Section 2.3.
The problem formulation, design, and control results of the optimal energy-based
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MPC (EMPC) and energy cost-based MPC (CMPC) for the combined building HVAC
and MicroCSP system are explained in Section 2.4. In addition, the problem formulation, design, and control results of the optimal exergy-based MPC (XMPC) for
the combined building HVAC and MicroCSP system are discussed in Section 2.5. In
particular, in Sections 2.4 and 2.5:

† the designed EMPC, CMPC, and XMPC are compared to a heuristically designed rule-based controller (RBC);

† a sizing study of the TES and/or the number of HVAC zones is carried out
to determine the optimal integration of the MicroCSP and the building HVAC
system;

† a probabilistic analysis using Monte Carlo simulations (MCS) is carried out
to account for the prediction uncertainties and/or seasonal variations of the
weather.

2.2

Testbed

The building considered in this study is the Lakeshore Center building at Michigan
Technological University. This is an office building with three stories and it has an
area of 5,700 m2 . Each room has its own heat pump (HP) for heating room air. Each
25

room is equipped with a temperature sensor with a ±0.2◦ C accuracy and is considered
as an individual thermal zone in this study. The temperature data is measured at a
sampling period of 1 minute. In this study, coefficient of performance (COP) of all
the HPs for heating conditions is 3.2 and the heat exchangers in the ORC and HPs
are assumed to be 100% efficient.

AHU
Outdoor
Air

ERV

Return
Air

PTC

Heat
Pump

.
QORC

MicroCSP
.
QPTC

Supply Air
to Units

HOT
TANK

.
QTES

Thermal Zone

.
mtes

.
mhtf
COLD
TANK

PORC

ORC

TES
Figure 2.1: Schematic of the MicroCSP system and the HVAC system in
the building considered in this study.

Table 2.1 provides the specifications of the MicroCSP sub-systems in this study. The
MicroCSP system through collaboration with Mohammed V University of Rabat in
Morocco. This thesis uses the experimental data from the manufacturers of the MicroCSP components to develop a physics-based experimentally validated MicroCSP
model.

Structure of the test-bed in this work is depicted in Fig. 2.1. There are four sections
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including MicroCSP, air handling unit (AHU), HP, and thermal zone. The building
includes a total of 72 thermal zones. Fig. 2.1 shows that the AHU supplies air to the
HPs in each HVAC zone in the building. During the unoccupied time in the room,
the air from all the thermal zones is recirculated to AHU and this air is heated by the
co-generated thermal power (Q̇ORC ) of the ORC while the energy recovery ventilator
(ERV) is turned off. During the occupied time in the room, the ERV is turned on.
Fresh air comes from outside through the ERV and is mixed with air from all the
thermal zones. This total air is heated by the Q̇ORC of the ORC.
Table 2.1
MicroCSP sub-system specifications in this study.

Component Parameter
PTC
Aperture area
Number of rows

Value
54 m2 each row
3

Manufacturer
Soltigua
PTMx24

TES

Heat transfer fluid
Therminol VP-1
Working temperatures 140o C-180o C
Storage capacity
48 kWh

Azolis Direct
Two-tank

ORC

Working fluid
Thermal power input

ENOGIA
ENO-10LT

2.3

R245fa
18 to 60 kW

Mathematical Models

This section introduces the mathematical models of PTC, TES, ORC, building thermal network and HVAC system, and AHU based on FLT analysis. Next, the models
based on SLT analysis of ORC and building thermal network are discussed in this
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section. In the MicroCSP system in the current study, ORC is the only energy conversion system whose exergy destruction is minimized. This is because exergy content
of solar energy input, which is converted to thermal energy in PTC, and stored as
thermal energy in TES, is fixed for given solar irradiation conditions that are not
controlled. In addition, the exergy destruction of the building thermal network is
minimized.

2.3.1

Parabolic Trough Collectors (PTC)

The MicroCSP setup includes a 3-row PTC with an aperture area of 54 m2 per row.
Each row of PTC has 4 collectors. The PTC receives solar energy and converts it to
thermal energy. The thermal power (Q̇P T C ) produced by the PTC is given by:

Q̇P T C = (Q̇P T C,gain − Q̇P T C,loss ) · N R

(2.1)

where, Q̇P T C,gain and Q̇P T C,loss are the solar power absorbed and the heat loss in each
row of the PTC, respectively; and N R is the number of rows which is equal to 3 for
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this study. Next, Q̇P T C,gain is calculated by:

Q̇P T C,gain = ηo · IAM · cos(θ) · Ap · DN I

(2.2)

where, ηo is the PTC’s optical efficiency and is specified by the manufacturer [95] to
be 0.7; IAM is the incident angle modifier which relates the losses due to the imperfections of the reflectors; θ is the angle between the line normal to the tracking plane
and the solar beam; Ap is the aperture area; DN I is the direct normal irradiation.
While, Q̇P T C,loss is predicted by the following correlation [97]:

Q̇P T C,loss = k · (Thtf − Tamb ) · ∆L

(2.3)

where, k is the heat loss coefficient and is given by the PTC manufacturer [95] to
be 0.64 W/[m◦ C]; Thtf is calculated as the arithmetic mean temperature of the HTF
in the PTC; Tamb is the ambient temperature; ∆L is the length of each row of PTC
given to be 27.2 m by the manufacturer [95].

Experimental data from the manufacturer Soltigua [98] was used to validate the
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Figure 2.2: PTC model validation with manufacturer thermal power
data [98] for different number of collectors.

PTMx-24 collector model in this work. In Fig. 2.2, the control-oriented model of the
PTC was used to estimate the generated thermal power, at the nominal operating
point, with respect to the number of collectors. The results show that the PTC model
is in good agreement with the manufacturer data.

2.3.2

Thermal Energy Storage (TES)

The TES in this study is a two-tank direct system (Fig. 2.1) with operating temperature of 140o C to 180o C. During charging of the TES, low-temperature HTF from the
cold tank passes through the PTC as it accumulates thermal energy from the PTC
and goes to the hot tank. During discharging of the TES, the high-temperature HTF
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from the hot tank passes through the ORC as it transfers thermal energy to the ORC
and returns to the cold tank. The TES has its control system to maintain the HTF
temperature between 140o C and 180o C before sending HTF from the hot tank to the
ORC.

The TES state of charge (SOC) is determined by:

SOC[k] = SOC[k − 1] +

(Q̇P T C [k] − Q̇T ES [k]) · tsample
CT ES

(2.4)

where, [.] indicates the time index i.e., [k] represents the value at the current time
step and [k-1] represents the value at the previous time step; Q̇P T C is the thermal
power produced by the PTC; Q̇T ES is the power from the TES to the ORC; CT ES is
the capacity of the TES; tsample is the sample time used for calculations.
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2.3.3

Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC)

Fig. 2.3 shows the schematic of the ORC system in this study. By applying FLT to
the ORC system in this study, the following system of equations is derived:

Pgen = ηgen · ṁW F · (h1 − h2 )
Pmotor =

ṁW F · (h4 − h3 )
ηmotor

(2.5a)
(2.5b)

PORC = Pgross − Pmotor

(2.5c)

Q̇ORC = ṁW F · (h2 − h3 )

(2.5d)

Q̇T ES = ṁtes · cp,htf · (Tev,in − Tev,out )

(2.5e)

where, Pgen is the gross electrical power generated by the generator coupled to the
turbine; Pmotor is the electrical power consumed by the motor coupled to the pump;
PORC is the net electrical power delivered by the ORC; Q̇ORC is the thermal power
generated by the ORC; Q̇T ES is the thermal power from the HTF to the ORC evaporator; hx is the specific enthalpy of the ORC working fluid (WF) at state x; ṁW F
is the WF mass flow rate; ηgen and ηmotor are the efficiencies of the ORC turbine
generator and motor, respectively; ṁtes is the HTF mass flow rate from the TES;
cp,htf is the specific heat at constant pressure of the HTF; Tev,in and Tev,out are the
HTF inlet and outlet temperatures to the ORC evaporator, respectively. Further, it
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Figure 2.3: Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) system in this study. The
system has four states as shown by the circled numbers.

can be shown that:

PORC = f (ṁtes , rp )

(2.6a)

Q̇ORC = g(ṁtes , rp )

(2.6b)

where, ṁtes is the mass flow rate of the HTF from the TES to the ORC, rp is the
pressure ratio.

The variation of PORC and Q̇ORC with changes in ṁtes and rp are shown in Fig. 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: ORC co-generated heat rate (Q̇ORC ) and electric power (PORC )
as a function of pressure ratio (rp ) of the ORC and HTF mass flow rate (ṁtes )
from the TES.

In Fig. 2.4, the x axis and y axis limits of ṁtes and rp are based on the physical limits
given by the manufacturer [99]. Fig. 2.4(a) shows that the variation of Q̇ORC with
rp is insignificant when compared to the variation in Q̇ORC by changing ṁtes . Hence,
Q̇ORC can be further approximated as a function of only ṁtes .

Q̇ORC = g(ṁtes )

(2.7)

In addition, we can observe from Fig. 2.4(b) that PORC increases non-linearly with
increase in both ṁtes and rp . Similar to Fig. 2.4(a), PORC is a strong function of ṁtes
in Fig. 2.4(b). The FLT based models of the ORC are validated against measurements
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from manufacturer [99] for the nominal operation point of the ORC. The results are
tabulated in Table 2.2. The errors between measurements and model outputs are
found to be less than 3%.

By applying SLT to the ORC system in this study, the rate of exergy destruction of
the ORC according to the state numbers in Fig. 2.3 is given by:

Ẋdest1−2 =Tamb · ṁW F · (s2 − s1 )
Ẋdest2−3 =Tamb · ṁW F · (s3 − s2 +

(2.8a)
qORC
)
Tcon,m

Ẋdest3−4 =Tamb · ṁW F · (s4 − s3 )
Ẋdest4−1 =Tamb · ṁW F · (s1 − s4 −

(2.8b)
(2.8c)

qT ES
)
Tev,m

(2.8d)

where, sx is the specific entropy of the WF at state x (i.e., numbers 1 to 4 in Fig. 2.3);
qT ES and qORC are the input and output heat per unit mass of the WF, respectively;
Tev,m and Tcon,m are the arithmetic mean temperatures of the evaporator and condenser of the ORC, respectively.

ORC
The total rate of exergy destroyed by the ORC (Ẋdest
) is the sum of the rate of the

exergy destroyed in the four processes (Fig. 2.3) and is calculated as:

ORC
Ẋdest
=Tamb · (

Q̇T ES
Q̇ORC
−
)
Tcon,m
Tev,m
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(2.9)

For the ORC module in this study, we can show that the rate of exergy recovered
ORC
) is mainly a function of electrical power from the ORC (PORC ), thus
(Ẋrec

ORC
Ẋrec
=f (ṁtes , rp )

2.3.4

(2.10)

Building Thermal Network and HVAC System

The FLT based mathematical model for the office building in this study is based on
previous works [100, 101, 102] from our research group and has been experimentally
validated with the building temperature measurements. The model predicts room air
temperature and calculates thermal load for each zone of the building. Details of the
model are available in [100, 101, 102].
Table 2.2
ORC model validation against the manufacturer data [99] for the system
nominal operating point. The inputs to the simulation model are Tev,in ,
Tev,out , P1 , T1 , P3 , T3 , and ṁtes using the data provided by the
manufacturer.

Variable Unit Measured
ṁtes
kg/s 0.6
Q̇T ES
kW
60
o
T2
C
73.8
o
T4
C
37
Pgen
kW
4
Pmotor
kW
0.9
Q̇ORC
kW
55
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Simulated Error (%)
0.6
0.0
60.2
0.3
71.9
2.6
36.4
1.6
4
0.0
0.9
0.0
56.1
2.0

The energy consumed by the building HVAC system is found using the following
energy index (Ie,t ):

Ie,t =

t NX
zones
X
t=0


H
F
· ∆t
+ Pi,t
Pi,t

(2.11)

i=1

where, i is the thermal zone number in the building, Nzones is the total number of
thermal zones in the building, and t is time. The power consumption of the building
HVAC system is the sum of the electrical power consumed by the HP in each thermal
H
zone in the building (Pi,t
) and the ventilation fan in each thermal zone in the building
F
), which is calculated by:
(Pi,t

F
Pi,t
= γF · (ṁri,t )3
H
Pi,t
=

(2.12a)

AHU
Su
)
− Ti,t
ṁri,t · cp,air · (Ti,t
COP

(2.12b)

where, ṁri is the rate of mass flow of the supply air to the ith room and γF is power
coefficient of the ventilation fan.

For the office building considered in this study, each thermal zone is considered as
a control volume with constant air flow rate in and out of the control volume. In
addition, the mass of air in the control volume (CV) is assumed to be constant.
Furthermore, by applying SLT to the control volume, the rate of exergy destroyed for
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b
the ith room of the office building (Ẋdest
) is given by:
i

b
Ẋdest
= (1 −
i

X
X
dXib
Tamb HT
r
r
r
)
Q̇
−
Ẇ
+
(
ṁ
ψ
−
ṁ
ψ)
−
i
i
i
i
Tir
dt
out
in

(2.13)

where, Tamb is the ambient air temperature; Tir is the air temperature of the ith room;
Q̇HT
is the rate of heat transfer from the CV; Ẇir is the rate of work done by the
i
flowing fluid in the CV; subscripts “in” and “out” refer to the inlet and outlet states
in the flowing fluid of the CV, respectively; ṁri is the air mass flow rate of flowing
fluid in the CV; ψ is exergy related to the flowing CV; and Xib is the exergy of the
CV.

But, the rate of exergy destroyed in the CV due to heat transfer in Equation (2.13)
is given by:
(1 −

X
Tamb Tjr − Tir
Tamb HT
(1
−
)
)
Q̇
=
)(
i
r
W
Tir
T
R
i
r
i,j
j∈N

(2.14)

i

W
where, Tjr is the air temperature of the j th thermal node; and Ri,j
is the thermal

resistance between ith room and the j th thermal node.

In addition, the rate of work done by the flowing fluid in the CV in Equation (2.13)
is 0.
Ẇir = 0

(2.15)

Furthermore, the rate of exergy destroyed in the CV due to the flowing fluid in
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Equation (2.13) is given by:

X
X
(
ṁri ψ) = ṁri · [(hin − hamb ) − Tamb · (sin − samb )
ṁri ψ −
in

out

Vin2
+
+ g · zin − (hout − hamb )
2
2
Vout
+ Tamb · (sout − samb ) −
− g · zout ]
2

(2.16)

where, h is the specific enthalpy of the flowing fluid in the CV; s is the specific entropy
of the flowing fluid in the CV; subscript “amb” refers to the ambient condition; V is
the velocity of the flowing fluid in the CV; g is the acceleration due to gravity; and z
is the elevation of the flowing fluid in the CV.

Assuming the changes in kinetic energy and potential energy are negligible in the
flowing fluid when compared to changes in the enthalpy and entropy of the flowing
fluid in Equation (2.16), we get.

X
X
ṁri ψ) = ṁri · [(hin − hout ) − Tamb · (sin − sout )]
(
ṁri ψ −
in

out
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(2.17)

Next, the rate of exergy change in the CV in Equation (2.13) is given by:
d(mroom
· ∆φ)
d(mroom
· (φ2 − φ1 ))
dXib
i
i
=
=
dt
dt
dt
d(φ2 − φ1 )
dmroom
i
= mroom
·
+ (φ2 − φ1 ) ·
i
dt
dt
room
d(φ2 − φ1 )
dmi
·
= mroom
(Since,
= 0)
i
dt
dt
= mroom
· [(u2 − uamb ) + Pamb · (v2 − vamb ) − Tamb · (s2 − samb )
i

(2.18)

− (u1 − uamb ) − Pamb · (v1 − vamb ) + Tamb · (s1 − samb )]
= mroom
· [(u2 − u1 ) − Tamb · (s2 − samb )]; Since, v2 = v1
i
mroom
≈ i
· [∆u − Tamb · ∆s]
∆t
where, mroom
is the mass of the fluid in the room; φ is the exergy of the CV seen as
i
a closed system; subscripts “1” and “2” refer to the fluid states at time t and t + dt;
P is the pressure of the fluid in the CV; v is the specific volume of the CV and u is
the specific internal energy of the flowing fluid in the CV.

Further, by assuming ideal gas approximations for the flowing fluid in the CV, we
get [103]:
b

Z
∆u =

cv,air · dT ⇒ ub − ua = cv,air · (Tb − Ta )

(2.19)

cp,air · dT ⇒ hb − ha = cp,air · (Tb − Ta )

(2.20)

a

Z
∆h =

b

a
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Since vb = va , then
Z
∆s =
a

b

cv,air
vb
Tb
vb
· dT + R · ln
⇒ sb − sa = cv,air · ln
+ R · ln
T
va
Ta
va
= cv,air · ln

(2.21)

Tb
Ta

where, subscripts “a” and “b” are the ideal gas states; T is the temperature of the
ideal gas; cv,air is the specific heat at constant volume of the ideal gas; cp,air is the
specific heat at constant pressure of the ideal gas; and R is the gas constant of the
ideal gas.

Finally, Equation (2.22) is obtained by:

† substituting the Equations (2.19), (2.20) and (2.21) in Equations (2.17) and
(2.18);

† substituting Equations (2.14) and (2.15) along with the resulting Equations (2.17) and (2.18) in Equation (2.13); and

† discretizing Equation (2.13) with ∆t = tsample .

b
Ẋdest
[k]
i

Tamb [k] Tjr [k] − Tir [k]
=
(1 − r
)(
)
w
Ti [k]
Ri,j
j∈N r
X
i

+ ṁri [k] · [cp,air · (TiSu [k] − Tir [k]) − Tamb [k] · cv,air · ln(
−

TiSu [k]
)]
Tir [k]

mroom
· cv,air
T r [k]
i
· [(Tir [k] − Tir [k − 1]) − Tamb [k] · ln r i
]
tsample
Ti [k − 1]
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(2.22)

Where, [.] indicates the time index i.e., [k] represents the value at the current time
step and [k-1] represents the value at the previous time step; TiSu is the supply air
temperature to the ith room of the office building.

2.3.5

Air Handling Unit (AHU)

The AHU inputs pre-heated air from the ERV to the HP in each HVAC zone in the
building. The inlet air temperature to the HP is calculated for both occupied and
unoccupied times as shown below:

AHU
Ti,t






a) Occupied time,







ṁri,t − ṁvi,t r
ṁvi,t ERV

Q̇ORC,t


+
+
T
Tt

i,t
r
r
ṁi,t
ṁi,t
Nzones ṁri,t cp,air
=




b) Unoccupied time,








Q̇ORC,t

r

Ti,t +
Nzones ṁri,t cp,air

(2.23)

During the unoccupied time in the room, the returning air from all the thermal zones
in the building is recirculated through the ORC condenser and then goes to the HPs.
During the occupied time in the room, the ventilation requirement based on the
required indoor air quality is considered. In this study, the default occupant density
of the office space is taken to be 5 persons/100 m2 and the default combined outdoor
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air rate (i.e., required fresh air) is 8.5 L/(s.person), using the ASHRAE standard 62.12007 [104]. Furthermore, the returning air from all the thermal zones is recirculated
and mixed with the required flow rate (ṁvi ) of fresh air from the ERV. Then, the
resulting air goes through the ORC condenser and is heated to supply the HPs or
the HVAC zones in the building directly. The ERV outlet air temperature (TtERV ) is
determined by:

r
TtERV = Tamb,t + ERE · (Ti,t
− Tamb,t )

(2.24)

where, ERE is the Energy Recovery Effectiveness that is calculated according to
AHRI/ASHRAE standard 1060 [105].
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2.4

Energy

Based

Model

Predictive

Control

(EMPC) and Cost Based Model Predictive
Control (CMPC) - Framework Design, Results
and Analysis

2.4.1

Structure of the Designed Energy Based Model Predictive Control (EMPC)

Fig. 2.5 shows the structure of the MPC framework designed to minimize the electrical
energy consumption of the building HVAC system equipped with the MicroCSP. At
each time step ∆t, the optimization problem is solved over the prediction horizon
N . Equation (2.25) defines the objective function while Equation (2.26) lists the
constraints. The optimized variables are the supply air temperature (T Su ), the HTF
mass flow rate from the TES (ṁtes ), and the slack variables (¯, ) used to guarantee
the existence of a feasible solution. The inputs to the MPC optimizer are solar
irradiation and weather forecasts. The comfort temperature bounds are set based on
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ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 55-2013.
PGrid,t .∆t

z

min

ṁtes ,T Su ,¯
,

}|
{
X
PORC,t .∆t) +ρ(|¯|1 + ||1 )}
{(Ie,t −
tf

(2.25)

t=0

Subject to the following constraints:

Su
Tt+k+1|t = ATt+k|t + BTt+k|t
+ Edt+k|t

(2.26a)

z
Tt+k|t
= CTt+k|t

(2.26b)

PORC,t+k|t = f (ṁtest+k|t , rpt+k|t )

(2.26c)

Q̇COG,t+k|t = g(ṁtest+k|t )

(2.26d)

SOCt+k+1|t = SOCt+k|t +

(Q̇SOLt+k|t − Q̇T ES t+k|t ).∆t
CT ES

(2.26e)

SOC ≤ SOCt+k+1|t ≤ SOC

(2.26f)

0 ≤ ṁtest+k|t ≤ ṁmax

(2.26g)

AHU
Su
Tt+k|t
≤ Tt+k|t
≤ T̄t+k|t

(2.26h)

r
r
T rt+k|t − t+k|t ≤ Tt+k|t
≤ T̄t+k|t
+ ¯t+k|t

(2.26i)

t+k|t , ¯t+k|t ≥ 0

(2.26j)

The state-space Equations (2.26a) and (2.26b) capture the thermodynamics of the
building; Equations (2.26c) and (2.26d) include the ORC model; the SOC of the TES
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is estimated in Equation (2.26e); Equation (2.26f) defines the upper and lower bounds
of the TES SOC set to 95% and 5%, respectively; Equation (2.26g) is the maximum
HTF mass flow rate (ṁmax ) dictated by the ORC manufacturer [94]; Equation (2.26h)
shows the constraints on the supply air temperature that represents the constraint
on the control input; Equation (2.26i) defines the comfort temperature bounds of the
thermal zone temperature and includes the slack variables; finally, Equation (2.26j)
presents the slack variables constraints.
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Figure 2.5: Structure of the designed EMPC to minimize the electrical
energy consumption of the combined MicroCSP system and HVAC system
in the building.
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2.4.2

Structure of the Designed Energy Cost Based Model
Predictive Control (CMPC)

The objective function in Equation (2.27) is used for energy cost minimization of the
building HVAC system with MicroCSP. The building power consumption in the objective function is multiplied by locational marginal pricing (LMP) of electricity. The
LMP data is provided by the Midcontinent Independent System Operator (MISO) at
most 24 hours in advance [106]. The optimization problem is solved for the following
objective function subject to the same constraints listed in Equation (2.26).
PGrid,t .∆t

}|
{
tf
X
PORC,t .∆t) .ΩT + ρ(|¯|1 + ||1 )}
{(Ie,t −
z

min

ṁtes ,T su ,¯
,

(2.27)

t=0

Where, ΩT is the LMP.

2.4.3

Control Results

MATLAB® software was used to implement the building, PTC, TES, and ORC
models. YALMIP Toolbox [107] was used in MATLAB® for the optimization problem
formulation and providing an interface with the solver. IPOPT [108] and Gurobi [109]
were used as solvers, and the optimization problem was run in a computer with Intel®
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Figure 2.6: Ambient air temperature (Tamb ) and Direct Normal Irradiance
(DN I) measurements from March 18, 2016, in Houghton, MI.

Core™ i7-7500 CPU @ 2.90GHz and 16.0 GB RAM.

The prediction horizon is N = 48, and the time step is ∆t = 30 minutes. It is worth
mentioning that the one-day ahead prediction constraint is dictated by the availability
of the forecast data which is only available for the next 24 hours. 72 thermal zones are
considered for the building simulation. The simulations are performed using weather
data from March 18, 2016, in Houghton, MI, USA, as shown in Fig. 2.6.

2.4.3.1

Rule Based Control (RBC)

The most commonly used controllers for building HVAC systems are the rule-based
controllers (RBC) due to their simplicity and easy implementation. To guarantee
thermal comfort, the RBC checks the thermal zone temperature at each time step.
When the thermal zone temperature is outside the comfort temperature bounds, the
RBC switches on the heating or cooling elements for the time step period ∆t until it
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is again within the comfort temperature bounds. Here, the RBC results are explained
since they provide a baseline to compare with MPC results for the MicroCSP system
to assess the impact of the predictive model-based control strategy on saving HVAC
energy or cost.

Fig. 2.7 depicts the RBC results for MicroCSP integration into the building. As it
can be seen in Fig. 2.7(a), when the thermal zone temperature violates the comfort
temperature bounds at 7 AM and 9 PM, the RBC turns on the HP to increase
the thermal zone temperature and brings it within the comfort temperature bounds.
Starting from 8 AM, the MicroCSP uses the maximum amount of thermal energy
cumulated in the TES from the PTC solar array (Fig. 2.7(b)). From Fig. 2.7(c), it
can be seen that the HP operates only when the comfort temperature bounds are
violated while the ORC heat production supplies heat to the thermal zone as long
as it is available, keeping its temperature within the comfort temperature bounds.
Fig. 2.7(d) depicts the power supplied to the HP by the grid and the LMP. Since the
solar energy production is directly injected into the ORC without any dispatch, the
SOC does not vary much, as it is shown in Fig. 2.7(e).

2.4.3.2

Energy Based Model Predictive Control (EMPC)

Fig. 2.8(a) shows the temperature profiles of the supply air and a sample thermal
zone within the comfort temperature bounds. From midnight to 6 AM, when the
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Figure 2.7: RBC results of the combined MicroCSP system and the
building HVAC system.
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building is not occupied, the thermal zone temperature is allowed to fall down without
violating the comfort bounds. Then, during the building occupancy, the HP supplies
the minimum amount of heat to ensure that the thermal zone temperature stays at
the lower comfort bound. Fig. 2.8(b) shows the heat produced in the PTC solar
array, and the heat dispatched from the TES to the ORC. At the beginning and the
end of the building occupancy, there is not enough heat production from the PTC
solar array, hence the MPC uses the HP to supply the required heat to the thermal
zone. When the TES is filled with enough quantity of heated HTF from the PTC
solar array, the MPC runs the ORC to provide cogeneration heat to the building
(Fig. 2.8(c)). Fig. 2.8(d) shows the power supplied from the power grid and from the
ORC to the building. The MPC controls the PTC solar array production through
the TES, regulating the input heat of the ORC to operate at its maximum efficiency
and provide cogeneration heat to keep the thermal zone at the lower comfort bound.
This causes the SOC of the TES to vary, as shown in Fig. 2.8(e).

2.4.3.3

Energy Cost Based Model Predictive Control (CMPC)

The MPC results for minimizing HVAC operational cost are shown in Fig. 2.9.
Fig. 2.9(a) shows the temperature profiles of the supply air and a sample thermal
zone within the comfort temperature bounds. It can be seen that from midnight to
4 AM when the building is not occupied, the HP are turned off as the thermal zone
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Figure 2.8: EMPC results of the combined MicroCSP and the building
HVAC system.
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temperature is within the comfort temperature bounds. Then, at 4:30 AM when the
LMP is low, the MPC is preheating the room to guarantee that the thermal zone
temperature does not fall below the lower comfort bound. During the building occupancy, the MPC tries to maintain the thermal zone temperature close to the lower
comfort bound to avoid spending unnecessary energy. Fig. 2.9(b) shows the thermal
power generated by the PTC solar array and the TES thermal power supplied to the
ORC. As shown in Fig. 2.9(c), the MPC turns on the HP around 4:30 PM to preheat
the thermal zone when the LMP is low. Then, when the PTC solar array starts
producing enough heat, the HP supplies heat to the thermal zone using cogeneration
heat from the ORC and switch to the HP only when the LMP is low again (3 PM).
Fig. 2.9(d) depicts the grid power consumed by the HP as a response to the LMP
variations. The TES stores the extra heat generated by the PTC solar array that is
not used by the ORC so that it can be utilized later, at the end of the day when the
solar irradiation is not enough to produce heat in the PTC solar array. The variation
of the SOC of the TES is shown in Fig. 2.9(e) and confirms that all the solar energy
is used; thus, the initial and final SOCs are the same.

The building occupancy coincides with the sunlight period; hence, the thermal zones
are heated using cogeneration heat from the MicroCSP keeping their temperature
inside the comfort bounds. However, when the MicroCSP is off, the thermal zone
temperature falls down until it violates the comfort temperature bounds only then
the RBC turns on the HP to bring back the thermal zone temperature inside the
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Figure 2.9: CMPC results of the combined MicroCSP and the building
HVAC system.
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comfort temperature bounds which leads to high energy consumption. Since this
violation occurs in periods when LMP is high (Fig. 2.7) it leads to higher costs as
well. The predictive capability of the MPC anticipates these temperature violations
and turns on the HP to preheat the thermal zone when the MicroCSP is off (Fig. 2.8)
or when the LMP is low (Fig. 2.9).

Table 2.3 presents the energy consumption and energy cost saving by utilizing the
designed EMPC and CMPC for the combined building HVAC and the MicroCSP
system compared to utilizing the RBC.

Table 2.3 shows that the designed EMPC and CMPC framework for the control of
the MicroCSP integrated into the building HVAC system, the energy and cost savings
are 38% and 70%, respectively. This shows the importance of the MPC framework
to exploit the full potential of the MicroCSP thermal and electrical production when
integrated into the building HVAC system.
Table 2.3
Electrical energy consumption and cost comparison for showing the
significance of using MPC control.

Control
Type

Energy

Energy

Consumption Saving*

Control Electricity
Type

Cost

Cost

Saving*

[$/day ]

[% ]

[kWh/day ]

[% ]

RBC

208.7

-

RBC

21.5

-

EMPC

130.3

37.6%

CMPC

6.4

70.2%

*Calculated by reference to RBC of the HVAC system with MicroCSP integration.
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2.4.3.4

Storage Capacity Effects

This section investigates into the effect of the size of TES on the results of MicroCSP
integration into the building HVAC system in terms of energy consumption and cost.

Fig. 2.10 shows that TES size has more effect on the cost saving than the energy
saving. The energy saving reaches its maximum value with a 38 kWh capacity TES
and using a bigger TES does not lead to more energy saving. Indeed, for the actual
penetration rate and without price incentives, the MicroCSP energy production does
not need to be substantially dispatched as it can be consumed almost instantly by
the building during the occupancy period. Still, minimum storage is required to
guarantee that the ORC of the MicroCSP system is supplied with the nominal thermal
power to operate at its maximum efficiency. On the other hand, increasing the TES
capacity lowers the energy cost since it improves the system flexibility in terms of
dispachability, so that MicroCSP production can supply the building at periods of
high LMP as it is shown in Fig. 2.9. The energy cost saving reaches its maximum
value starting from 114 kWh capacity.
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Figure 2.10: Effects of storage capacity for the building HVAC daily energy
consumption and daily electricity cost.

2.4.3.5

Monte Carlo Simulations

The MPC results can be subject to interpretation since they do not consider prediction
uncertainty in LMP, solar irradiation, and variations in weather conditions. Hence,
to demonstrate the performance of the designed MPC framework in the presence of
variations and prediction uncertainties, a probabilistic Monte-Carlo analysis is carried
out.

Reference [110] defines the accuracy of the temperature prediction as the percentage
of forecasts within three degrees of Fahrenheit. According to reference [110] the accuracy of the temperature prediction is around 70% for the location of the testbed.
Several parameters affect the forecast of solar irradiation which can be categorized
into deterministic parameters (i.e., geographic coordinate, season, time of the day,
etc.) and probabilistic parameters (i.e., weather, cloudiness, etc.). Authors in [111]
have reported several techniques to forecast LMP with a mean absolute percent error
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(MAPE) ranging from 0.9% to 1.5%. Reference [112] presents a technique for forecasting solar irradiation with a MAPE of 9.1% for sunny days and 26.7% for cloudy
days.

In this thesis, the Monte-Carlo analysis is performed by introducing additive uncertainty with a normal distribution to simulate random variations of the weather
conditions, the solar irradiation, and the LMP using the results from [110, 111, 112].
The Monte-Carlo simulation results, depicted in Fig. 2.11, show the validity of the
proposed methods with the presence of variations and prediction uncertainties.

Fig. 2.11 (a) and Fig. 2.11 (b) depict the probability distribution of the energy and cost
savings of the building HVAC integrating MicroCSP by applying MPC, compared to
using RBC. It can be seen that the probability of achieving at least 37% energy saving
is around 60%, while the probability of at least 70% cost saving is 50%. Furthermore,
it is shown that the energy saving will always be above 33% and the cost saving will
always be above 68% in the worst case. This shows the significance of using MPC
versus RBC for optimal operation of integrated HVAC and MicroCSP system.

2.4.4

Summary and Conclusion

Section 2.4 presented a real-time model predictive control framework to minimize
the energy consumption and operational cost of the building HVAC system with
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Figure 2.11: Monte-Carlo MPC simulation results showing the probability of the building HVAC energy and energy cost savings by applying
EMPC and CMPC, respectively; compared to using RBC.

integrated MicroCSP. In addition, a new control-oriented mathematical model of a
MicroCSP system is derived. All MicroCSP and HVAC submodels were experimentally validated [23, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102]. The key findings of this work are listed
below:
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Controller design effect: MPC vs. RBC

† The control results show that the design of an EMPC framework for the MicroCSP integrated into the building HVAC system leads to a 37% energy saving compared to the conventional RBC. In other words, by understanding MicroCSP and HVAC dynamics, one can significantly reduce the energy consumption of the HVAC system. Furthermore, the designed CMPC framework provides 70% reduction of the energy cost compared to the RBC. This shows that
the MPC framework has more benefits when dealing with dynamic electricity
prices due to its capability to optimize HVAC and MicroCSP energy flows by
knowing the upcoming electricity price changes and acting accordingly.

Energy storage sizing effect

† Proper energy storage sizing is essential to optimize the electrical cost and
the energy consumption of the building HVAC system. Indeed, adding a TES
system to the MicroCSP increases the energy saving by almost 4% and the cost
saving by almost 10%. These numbers are only applicable to the conditions
studied in this thesis and can change when LMP profile or outdoor weather
conditions change. Overall, the capacity of TES needs to be chosen carefully to
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avoid unnecessary oversizing since after reaching the optimal capacity, the cost
and energy savings do not change any more even if the capacity is increased.

Prediction uncertainty and seasonal variation effects

† Monte Carlo analysis results show that, by utilizing MicroCSP and applying
EMPC, the HVAC energy saving ranges from 34% to 42% while applying CMPC
saves the HVAC cost between 68% and 72% even in the presence of variations
and prediction uncertainty, compared to using RBC.
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2.5

Exergy

Based

Model

Predictive

(XMPC) Framework Design,

Control

Results and

Analysis

2.5.1

Structure of the Designed Exergy Based Model Predictive Control (XMPC)

According to SLT, the second law efficiency (ηII ) is defined as:

ηII =

Ẋdest
Ẋrec
= 1−
Ẋsup
Ẋsup

(2.28)

where, Ẋrec , Ẋsup and Ẋdest are the rate of exergy recovered, supplied and destroyed,
respectively.

From Equation (2.28), it is clear that reducing the exergy destruction or increasing
the exergy recovered when the exergy supplied is constant will increase the second
law efficiency of the system. Therefore, in this study, the optimizer decreases the
exergy destruction in the building while increasing the exergy recovered in the ORC,
along with meeting comfort and system constraints.
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Fig. 2.12 shows the structure of the XMPC framework designed for optimal exergybased control of the combined building HVAC and MicroCSP systems. To minimize
the building HVAC system’s exergy destruction and to maximize the MicroCSP system’s recovered exergy, the objective function is formulated as shown in Equation
(2.29) subject to the constraints listed in Equations (2.30a) through (2.30j). The optimization problem is solved at each time step, to find the current; and future values
of the temperature of the supply air (T Su ), the mass flow rate of HTF from the TES
(ṁtes ), and the pressure ratio of ORC (rp ). Here, soft constraints are used by adding
slack variables () and multiplying the slack variables by a weight factor (α) to ensure
the room air temperature converges to a optimal solution (i.e., to be within the comfort temperature bound) all the time. The inputs for the XMPC optimization model
are the forecast of ambient temperature and solar irradiation. ANSI/ASHRAE Standards are used to set the room air temperature comfort bounds and the ventilation
requirements.

min

T Su ,rp ,ṁtes

b
ORC
{Ẋdest
− Ẋrec
+ α(|¯|1 + ||1 )}
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(2.29)

Subject to the following constraints:

Su
+ Edt+k|t
Tt+k+1|t = ATt+k|t + BTt+k|t
r
= CTt+k|t
Tt+k|t

(2.30a)
(2.30b)

PORC,t+k|t = f (ṁtest+k|t , rpt+k|t )

(2.30c)

Q̇ORC,t+k|t = g(ṁtest+k|t )

(2.30d)

SOCt+k+1|t = SOCt+k|t +

(Q̇P T Ct+k|t − Q̇T ES t+k|t ).∆t
CT ES

(2.30e)

SOC ≤ SOCt+k|t ≤ SOC

(2.30f)

0 ≤ ṁtest+k|t ≤ ṁmax

(2.30g)

AHU
Su
Tt+k|t
≤ Tt+k|t
≤ T̄t+k|t

(2.30h)

r
r
T rt+k|t − t+k|t ≤ Tt+k|t
≤ T̄t+k|t
+ ¯t+k|t

(2.30i)

t+k|t , ¯t+k|t ≥ 0

(2.30j)

Where, the time index t + k|t represents the predicted value of the variable at the
time t + k evaluated at the current time t. Equations (2.30a) and (2.30b) constitute
the building’s state-space dynamic model; (2.30c) and (2.30d) represent the ORC
model; (2.30e) shows the SOC calculation of TES; (2.30f) binds the SOC of TES to
the lower and upper values; (2.30g) is used to limit the ORC evaporator mass flow
(ṁmax ) as per the manufacturer [94]; (2.30h) is the temperature constraint of the
supply air of the HP; (2.30i) is the constraint to keep air temperature of the room
within the comfort bound; finally, (2.30j) includes the constraint which ensures that
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Figure 2.12: Structure of the designed XMPC to minimize both the exergy
destruction, and the grid electrical energy consumption of the combined
MicroCSP system and HVAC system in the building.

the slack variables are either zero or positive. It should be noted that k varies from 0
to the prediction horizon. When k = 0, the optimiser assigns the current value of the
variables to the HP, TES and ORC (see Fig. 2.12). When k 6= 0, the optimiser assigns
the future predicted values of the variables to the exergy model (see Fig. 2.12). The
optimizer assigns the current and future values of the variables in real-time at the
current time t such that the exergy destruction of the system (see Equation 2.29) is
minimised.
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2.5.2

Exergy Based Model Predictive Control (XMPC) Results

MATLAB® was used to implement the mathematical and optimization models from
Sections 2.3 and 2.5.1. The measured ambient temperature, and the solar DN I
for a sample cold and sunny winter day in Houghton, MI, USA were considered for
simulations, as shown in Fig. 2.13. The update rate is selected as 30 minutes for both
RBC and XMPC due to slow thermal dynamics of rooms.

YALMIP Toolbox [107] was used for XMPC formulation and implementation in
MATLAB® . The prediction horizon of 24 hours (i.e., 1 day) was applied, and the
default solver of YALMIP Toolbox [107], FMINCON was utilized. The optimization
problem was run in a computer with Intel® Core™ i7-8700K CPU @ 3.7GHz with
32GB of RAM and the computation time was 184 seconds. The weight factor (α) for
the slack variables in Equation (2.29) were tuned to get optimal room air temperature.
The impact of α on the optimizer can be summarized as:

† If α tends towards 0, then the exergy destruction (and hence the grid electrical
energy consumption) of the system will be minimum but room air temperature
will violate the comfort temperature bounds. This is because the optimizer will
not find a feasible solution satisfying all the constraints.
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† If α tends towards infinity, then the optimizer will satisfy the constraints but the
solution found will not be optimal. This is because the optimizer will minimize
the room air temperature violations against the comfort temperature bounds
with a higher priority than minimizing the exergy destruction (and hence the
grid electrical energy consumption) of the system.

† Tuning α in between the above two cases will enable the optimizer to minimize
the exergy destruction (and hence the grid electrical energy consumption) of
the system and also satisfy the constraints.

The total energy consumption (Ie,t ) of all thermal zones for the sample day is given
by Equation (2.11). The total exergy destruction (Xdest,t ) of the building HVAC and
the ORC systems for the sample day is given by:

Xdest,t =

t
X

ORC
Ẋdest
t

· ∆t +

t=0

t=0

2.5.2.1

t NX
zones
X

b
· ∆t
Ẋdest
i,t

(2.31)

i=1

Rule-Based Control (RBC)

This section presents the results of RBC for the combined building HVAC and MicroCSP systems. RBC provides the baseline for comparison with the designed exergybased controller. The rules of the designed RBC are:
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Figure 2.13: Solar irradiation in the form of direct normal irradiance
(DN I) and outdoor ambient temperature (Tamb ) measured every half hour
for a sample cold and sunny winter day (18th March 2016) in Houghton, MI,
USA.
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Fig. 2.14(a) shows the temperature of the air supplied from the HP and the temperature of the room air of a sample room for the operating conditions in Fig. 2.13. As
seen from Fig. 2.14, the air temperature of the room starts at 21◦ C and ramps down
till it reaches below the lower temperature bound. The air temperature of the room
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then violates the lower comfort temperature bound from hour 7:00 to 7:30. This is
because, even though the room air temperature violation occurs at 7:00, the control
action occurs at the next time step 30 minutes later. From hours 8:30 to 19:30, the
thermal power from PTC (Fig. 2.14(b)) maintains the air temperature of the room
within the comfort temperature bounds, while the HP is switched off. RBC does not
have control on the TES, i.e. if the power output of the PTC is less than the maximum capacity of the ORC input, then the power output of the PTC is the same as
the power input to the ORC. The ORC operates at its maximum capacity when the
power output of the PTC is greater than the maximum capacity of the ORC input
and the difference between the PTC output and the maximum capacity of the ORC
input is stored in the TES and used at a later time. The electrical and thermal powers
from the ORC are shown in Fig. 2.14(c). After hour 19:30, the room air temperature
ramps down till it reaches the lower temperature bound at about 20:00. Once the
room temperature reaches the lower bound, the HP switches on again after the next
time step 30 minutes later and ramps up the room air temperature to above the lower
comfort bound. Then, the room temperature ramps down but is within the comfort
bounds. Fig. 2.14(d) shows the power consumed by the HP from the grid and the
SOC of the TES. The power consumed from the grid reflects the periods when room
is heated by the HP (i.e., from hours 7:30 to 8:00 and hours 20:30 to 21:00). SOC of
the TES increases from hours 15:00 to 18:00 when the thermal input from the PTC is
greater than the ORC capacity (60 kW ) and the thermal power accumulated in the
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TES is used from the hours 18:30 to 19:30 when there is no thermal power produced
by the PTC. Fig. 2.14(e) shows the exergy destruction rate of the combined building
HVAC system and ORC system. The exergy destruction rate increases when heat is
applied to the room and hence we see that the profile of the exergy destruction rate of
the building HVAC system and the ORC system is similar to the supply air temperature to the room. As will be explained later, the portion of the exergy destruction
by the ORC is significantly less than that by the HVAC system.

2.5.2.2

Exergy-Based Model Predictive Control (XMPC)

The air temperature of the supply air from the HP and the temperature of the room air
for the same conditions of Fig. 2.13 are shown in Fig. 2.15(a). During the unoccupied
time (i.e., from 0:00 to 7:00), it can be seen that the HP is switched off, while the air
temperature of the room is within the comfort temperature bounds. Then, during
the early morning, at the start of the occupied time, (i.e., from 7:00 to 8:30), the
optimizer turns on the HP and heats the room gradually to ensure that the room
air temperature is maintained at the lower comfort temperature bound. It should be
noted that, the XMPC, unlike RBC (see difference in Figs. 2.14(a) and 2.15(a)), does
not overheat the room as (1) XMPC will consider the future solar-thermal energy
available, and (2) will consider the room thermal dynamics and aim to minimize the
exergy destruction of the room. Further during the occupancy mode (i.e., from 8:30
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Figure 2.14: RBC results for the sample day shown in Fig. 2.13.

to 20:30), the optimizer tries to keep the air temperature of the room at the lower
comfort temperature bound by utilizing the solar-thermal energy and supplying the
minimum heat needed from the HP. After hour 20:30, the air temperature of the
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room ramps down within the comfort temperature bounds. Fig. 2.15(b) depicts the
heat rate produced by the PTC, and the heat rate from the TES to the ORC. The
power consumed by the HPs from the grid and the SOC of the TES are shown in
Fig. 2.15(d). Power consumed by the HP from the grid occurs when there is no
thermal power from the TES and the optimizer has to turn on the HP. The power
consumed from the grid is always greater than zero whenever ORC is not operating at
its maximum capacity (Q̇T ES = 60 kW ) due to HVAC ventilation fan power demand.
When ORC is operating at its maximum capacity, the electrical power from ORC
(PORC ) satisfies the HVAC ventilation fan power demand and hence power demand
from the grid becomes zero. The optimizer stores a portion of the thermal power from
the PTC from hours 15:00 to 18:00 leading to the increase in SOC of the TES. This
is to meet the constraint which does not allow the thermal input from the PTC to
be greater than the ORC capacity (60 kW ). This thermal power accumulated in the
TES is used from the hours 18:30 to 19:30 when there is no thermal power produced
by the PTC. The total exergy destruction rate of the building HVAC system and the
ORC system is shown in Fig. 2.15(e). The exergy destruction rate of the building is
always positive even when there is no supply air from the ORC or HP (i.e., from hours
0:00 to 7:00 and from hours 20:30 to 23:30) due to the heat transfer from the room to
the outdoors. The exergy destruction rate increases from hours 7:00 to 8:30 and hours
19:00 to 20:30 due to supply air from HP to the building. The exergy destruction
rate further increases from hours 8:30 to 19:00 due to (1) the supply air from the
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Table 2.4
Comparison for the effects of control framework on grid electrical energy
consumption, exergy destruction, and discomfort index1 for the sample day
in Fig. 2.13.
Control
Type

Elec.

Elec. Cons. Exergy Exergy Dest. Discomfort Discomfort Index

Cons.

Reduction*

Dest.

Reduction*

Index
◦

Reduction*

[kWh]

[%]

[kWh]

[%]

[ Ch]

[%]

RBC

208.7

-

606.8

-

0.15

-

XMPC

114.1

45.4

503.6

17

0.00

100.00

* Percentages are calculated by comparing with the baseline RBC.
1

The discomfort index (Id ) is defined as a metric to account for the room air temperature

violations against the comfort temperature bounds and is given by [113]:
Ptf
Id = t=0
min(|Ttr − T rt |, |Ttr − T̄tr |) · 1Bc (t) (Ttr )
where, B(t) = [T rt , T̄tr ] is the comfort temperature bounds at time t; 1Bc (t) is the indicator
function of its complement B c (t).

ORC increases the exergy destruction rate of the building; and (2) irreversibilities
associated with the ORC operation.

The total energy consumption, exergy destruction, and discomfort index of all thermal
zones for the sample day are listed in Table 2.4 and compared for the designed XMPC
framework against the baseline RBC for the combined HVAC and MicroCSP systems.
Table 2.4 shows that the designed XMPC framework leads to 45.4%, 17%, and 100%
reductions in energy consumption, exergy destruction, and discomfort index compared
to the baseline RBC.

Table 2.5 further differentiates the total exergy destruction content of the overall
system between the exergy destruction of the building HVAC system and the exergy
destruction of the ORC system. Comparing Tables 2.4 and 2.5 shows that (i) when
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RBC is applied, the exergy destruction of the building HVAC system contributes a
higher percentage of the total exergy destruction of the overall system, and (ii) moving
from RBC to the designed XMPC, the reduction in exergy destruction of the building
HVAC system is more sensitive to the total reduction in the exergy destruction of the
overall system. The reduction in exergy destruction of the overall system translates
to a reduction in overall energy demand of the building HVAC system and at the
same time increases the available energy of the ORC. These lead to the reduction in
grid electrical energy consumption.

Furthermore, the reduction in grid electrical energy consumption from RBC to XMPC
can be understood from the exergy balance sankey diagram in Fig. 2.16. The electrical
energy from the grid is treated as pure exergy (i.e., electrical energy content is the
same as electrical exergy content). In Fig. 2.16, the notion of 100% refers to the
total exergy supplied when RBC is applied to the combined building HVAC system
and the MicroCSP system. In Fig. 2.16, exergy destruction of the fan is calculated
Table 2.5
Exergy destruction contribution by the building and ORC for the sample
day in Fig. 2.13.

Control

Exergy Dest. Exergy Dest. Exergy Dest.

Exergy Dest.

of Building

Reduction*

of ORC

Reduction*

[kWh]

[%]

[kWh]

[%]

RBC

450

-

156.7

-

XMPC

362.6

19.4

141.0

10.1

Type

* Exergy destruction reduction percentages are calculated by comparing with the baseline RBC.
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Figure 2.15: XMPC results for the sample day shown in Fig. 2.13.

using Equation (2.12a). Exergy destruction of the ORC is calculated using Equation
(2.9). Exergy destruction due to heat loss from the building is calculated using the
first term on the right hand side of Equation (2.22). Exergy destruction due to mass
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(a) RBC
Grid
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exergy
(26%)

HVAC fan

ORC

Building

(11%)
Exergy destruction of ORC

+

Thermal
exergy
from
PTC
(74%)

(19%)

Exergy destruction due to
heatloss from the building
(23%)
Exergy loss due to mass
transfer to the building
Other
Irreversibilities
(15%)

(32%)

(b) XMPC
Grid elec.
exergy
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from
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HVAC fan

ORC

Building

(11%)
Exergy destruction of ORC

Exergy destruction due to
heatloss from the building
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Other
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(17%)

(23%)
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(15%)

Figure 2.16: Exergy balance of the building and the ORC system for the
sample day shown in Fig. 2.13 using two different control frameworks. All
percentages in the figure are calculated with reference to the total exergy
input to the system in the case of RBC.

transfer to the building is calculated using the second and third term on the right
hand side of Equation (2.22). Other irreversibilities are calculated as the difference
between the total exergy supplied and total exergy destroyed (See Equation (2.31)).
In both the RBC and XMPC cases, the thermal exergy input to the ORC is the same
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because the same sample day (Fig. 2.13) was applied to both cases. However, the
electrical exergy (or energy) reduces by 12% when we move from RBC to XMPC.
This is attributed to:

† 10% less exergy destruction in the building due to reduction in mass transfer of
unnecessary hot air input to the building; and
† 2% less exergy destruction in the ORC due to a more efficient operation of the
ORC by selecting optimum pressure ratio (rp ).

In essence, the 12% reduction in the exergy destruction in the building and the
ORC system leads to a minimal use of the HP through optimum coordination of
energy demand and supply by knowing upcoming available thermal and electrical
energies from the Solar source and the HVAC required heat by knowing building
thermal dynamics. This optimum coordination results in 45% lesser electrical energy
requirement from the grid by using XMPC versus the baseline RBC (Table 2.4).

2.5.2.3

Effects of Number of HVAC Zones in the Building and Thermal
Energy Storage (TES) Capacity

The results presented in Sections 2.5.2.1 and 2.5.2.2 are for the building with 72
HVAC zones and TES capacity of 48 kW.h. In this section, grid electrical energy
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and the second law efficiency for the designed XMPC are calculated by varying the
number of HVAC zones in the building and also by varying the TES capacity.

Fig. 2.17(a) shows that if the number of HVAC zones of the building is increased
without changing the TES capacity of the MicroCSP, the optimal configuration includes seventy two HVAC zones. At seventy two HVAC zones in the building, the
ORC operates optimally to utilize the highest possible energy from PTC (i.e., the
ORC shows minimum exergy destruction) for the given sample day, and room temperature conditions. As the number of HVAC zones is increased in the building, the
grid electrical energy consumption increases to compensate for the increase in HVAC
demand. This increase in grid electrical energy consumption amplifies the amount
of exergy supplied, but the exergy destroyed by the building also increases. This
increase in exergy destroyed is greater than the rise in exergy supplied. This is because exergy supplied is a function of the grid electrical energy increase but exergy
destroyed in the building is a function of the co-generated thermal energy from the
ORC, and the thermal energy from the HP (grid electrical energy multiplied by COP
of the HP). Hence the second law efficiency reduces (see Eq. (2.28)). As the number
of HVAC zones is reduced, the grid electrical energy decreases but so does the second
law efficiency. This is because, the ORC does not operate optimally and hence the
grid electrical energy also does not decrease to its full potential to compensate for this
reduction in ORC electrical energy. This causes the exergy destruction to drop at a
smaller rate than the exergy supplied and hence the second law efficiency reduces.
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Fig. 2.17(b) shows the importance of including a TES and the importance of TES
sizing to get the optimal second law efficiency and the maximum energy savings.
Fig. 2.17(b) shows that if we increase the TES capacity without adding the number
of HVAC zones in the building, the grid electrical energy consumption decreases, and
the second law efficiency increases. However, the drop in grid electrical energy consumption and the increase in second law efficiency saturates after the TES capacity
is “large enough” for the ORC to operate optimally. For the ORC to operate optimally, the TES capacity should be large enough to store the thermal energy from the
PTC and dispatch it to the ORC when demanded. Without TES, the ORC does not
operate optimally and grid electrical energy consumption also rises to compensate for
this reduction in ORC electrical energy. This increases the exergy destroyed while
the exergy supplied will remain almost constant and hence the second law efficiency
reduces (see Eq. (2.28)). This phenomenon is slightly improved by having a small
TES (i.e., 24 kW.h), but the full potential is only realized when TES capacity is 48
kW.h. Any increase in TES capacity beyond this, will not show any major impact
on grid electrical energy consumption or second law efficiency.

These results show the importance of proper sizing of the TES and the number of
HVAC zones in the building for given PTC and ORC systems.
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Figure 2.17: Effects of total HVAC zone number in the building and TES
capacity on grid electricity consumption and second law efficiency of the
system.

2.5.2.4

Uncertainty Quantification by Monte-Carlo Simulations (MCS)

The results presented in sub-sections 2.5.2.1 and 2.5.2.2 are for a cold and sunny
winter sample day (Fig. 2.13). However, uncertainties in the future predictions of
the solar irradiation, and the ambient temperature for the sample day which the
controller requires (Fig. 2.12) were not considered. Furthermore, to quantify the controller performance for the whole of the winter season, seasonal variations of the solar
irradiation, and the ambient temperature needs to be accounted for. Hence, in this
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Figure 2.18: Monte-Carlo simulations showing the probability of grid electrical energy and exergy savings by moving from RBC to XMPC after
accounting for prediction uncertainties of the controller inputs.

section, a probability analysis using MCS was carried out to account for the uncertainties and the variations discussed. These simulations show possible outcomes for the
reduction in energy consumption and exergy destruction, along with the likelihood of
each outcome.

Fig. 2.18 and Fig. 2.19 show the probability distribution of savings in energy consumption and exergy destruction of the building HVAC and MicroCSP systems when
the designed XMPC is used compared to when the RBC is used. The inputs for the
MCS used to generate Fig. 2.18 account for uncertainties in prediction of the solar
irradiation, and outdoor ambient temperature for the sample sunny and cold winter
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day. The prediction uncertainties are generated by adding a white noise of signal-tonoise ratio of 5 dB to the inputs shown in Fig. 2.13 and random inputs are generated,
based on a prior study [23]. Hundred random inputs were generated and MCS was
carried out for each case. The results show that the savings in energy consumption
and exergy destruction do not go below 44% and 16%, respectively. Furthermore,
Fig. 2.18 shows that, there is 50% likelihood of reducing energy consumption and
exergy destruction by over 45% and 17%, respectively.

The inputs for the MCS used to generate Fig. 2.19 account for seasonal variations of
the solar irradiation, and ambient temperature for the sample winter day. To account
for the seasonal variation, the solar irradiation data and outdoor ambient temperature
data were taken for Houghton, MI, USA from September to April of the 2015-16 winter
from the US National Renewable Energy Lab website [114]. Hundred random inputs
were generated and MCS was carried out for each case. The results show that the
savings in energy consumption and exergy destruction do not go below 35% and 14%,
respectively. Furthermore, Fig. 2.19 shows that, there is 50% likelihood of reducing
energy consumption and exergy destruction by over 43% and 18%, respectively.
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Figure 2.19: Monte-Carlo simulations showing the probability of grid electrical energy and exergy savings by moving from RBC to XMPC after
accounting for seasonal variations of the controller inputs.

2.5.3

Summary and Conclusions

The Section 2.5.2 shows the study undertaken to design an XMPC framework to
minimize the grid electricity consumption of the HVAC system in the building when
integrated with a MicroCSP system. Control-oriented models, based on FLT and
SLT, were developed for a MicroCSP system and then integrated into the FLT and
SLT based models of the HVAC system in the building. The resulting integrated
model was incorporated into a predictive control framework to optimally co-ordinate
the thermal and electrical energy flows in accordance to HVAC system needs in the
building. The main findings from this study for the case studies in this work are
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summarized as:

† The designed XMPC framework can provide 17% reduction in the exergy destruction of the MicroCSP + HVAC system, which leads to a 45% reduction
in the grid electrical energy for the HVAC system, compared to the applied
rule-based controller (RBC) for the MicroCSP system and HVAC system in the
building.
† The designed XMPC framework can reduce the exergy destruction in building
by 10% due to mass transfer and in ORC by 2% due to operation irreversibilities,
when compared to the overall exergy supplied to the MicroCSP system and
HVAC system in the building when RBC is applied to the MicroCSP system
and HVAC system in the building.
† It is critical to properly size the TES capacity and the HVAC zones in the
building for a given MicroCSP system. The results show that the optimal
second law efficiency of the system is obtained at 72 HVAC zones, and 48 kW.h
of TES capacity for the given PTC and ORC systems.
† The exergy savings of the system vary from 16% to 18% by considering the
uncertainties in the future prediction of the solar irradiation, and the ambient
temperature for the sample day, which results in a grid electrical energy reduction from 44% to 47%. Furthermore, when we consider the seasonal variations
of the solar irradiation, and the ambient temperature, the exergy savings of the
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system vary from 13% to 30%. This leads to a grid electrical energy reduction
from 35% to 58%.
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Chapter 3

Model Predictive Control for Internal
Combustion Engines and Waste Heat
Recovery System1

3.1

Introduction

According to the recent United States Energy Information Administration (EIA)
report [15], 31% of the total CO2 emissions in the US in 2019 was caused by the
transportation sector. However, 75% of the transportation sector is primarily driven

1

This results from this chapter are based on Reddy et al. publications on Energy Based MPC for
(1) Transportation Sector in [7] and (2) Building Sector in [8].
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by internal combustion engines (ICEs). This includes ICEs used in over 90% of onroad vehicles in 2019 in the US. The report further predicts that in 2050, 65% of the
transportation sector would be primarily driven by ICEs. The report further showed
another significant application of the ICEs in the building sector. Additionally, the
building sector accounted for two-thirds of the electricity consumed in 2019 in the
US. ICEs used for customer-owned electricity generation accounted for 6% of the total
electricity used by buildings. The report predicts that the customer-owned electricity
generation in buildings is only going to increase from now till 2050. In addition,
authors in reference [16] argue in favor of customer-owned electricity generation when
considering the economic feasibility of off-grid electricity usage in rural areas where
the grid is not yet extended. Furthermore, ICE based power generators are used
as the main back-up electricity source in grid connected buildings [17]. Increasing
environmental calamities causing disruption to the power grid makes the 12 billion
USD global generator industry stronger [18, 19]. All these reasons show the significant
application of the ICE, demand for minimizing the energy usage in ICE systems and
make them more energy efficient.

One way to make ICE more energy efficient is by using a waste heat recovery (WHR)
system. In an ICE, around a quarter of the input fuel energy is wasted as thermal
energy by the exhaust gases leaving the ICE [56]. A WHR system converts this
wasted thermal energy to a usable form of energy [57]. In a WHR system, a heat
exchanger (HE) transfers the thermal energy from exhaust gas to a heat engine [58]
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or a thermo-electric generator (TEG) [59]. In a TEG, thermal energy is directly
converted to electricity using semi-conductors. The heat engine generally used in
WHRs is an organic Rankine cycle (ORC) device which converts thermal energy to
mechanical energy. The choice of the prime mover in a WHR system is mainly dictated
by the size and the operating temperatures of the ICE [60]. Chapter 3 focuses on an
ORC driven WHR system owing to the size of the ICE used in this thesis.

Fig. 3.1 shows an overview of the literature on the combined ICE and WHR systems.
Fig. 3.1 shows that, a lot of studies have been carried out on the (i) design [115,
116, 117], (ii) energy based analysis [59, 118, 119], (iii) exergy based analysis [120,
121, 122, 123], (iv) model based optimization [124, 125, 126] and (v) experimental
optimization [127, 128, 129] of combined ICE and WHR systems. But, very few
studies explore the optimal control of the combined ICE and WHR systems. For
example, the authors in references [130, 131, 132, 133, 134] propose the design of
rule based control (RBC) frameworks for the combined ICE and WHR systems. But,
an optimal control framework needs to be designed to realise the full potential of
a combined ICE and WHR system [135]. The optimal control framework should
consider (i) operating limits of the ICE, (ii) available exhaust gas energy from the
ICE to WHR, (iii) operating limits of the WHR, and (iv) thermal requirements of the
exhaust aftertreatment system. But the design of the rules or populating calibrated
tables require significant calibration effort on the ICE and/or WHR test bench.
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Figure 3.1: Overview of the ICE and WHR system studies.

Model predictive controllers (MPCs) have been successfully used for the optimal
control of ICE systems [140, 141] and WHR systems [136, 137, 138, 139]. MPC, when
applied to a combined ICE and WHR system, can:
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† provide real-time optimal solution based on the current value and future predictions of the desired power;

† handle constraints on the operating limits of the air system, fuel system, ORC,
and meet tailpipe emission requirements; and

† reduce the calibration effort required in the ICE and WHR test bench.

The literature review also shows that energy based analysis of the ICE + WHR can
determine the energy flow through the ICE and WHR system. In other words, energy
based analysis of the combined ICE and WHR system can minimize the fuel consumed
by the ICE. However, exergy based analysis can determine the irreversibilities and
the sources of entropy generation in the combined ICE and WHR system. This
will allow the exergy based analysis to further minimize the fuel consumed by the
ICE by minimizing the exergy destruction (unavailable energy) of the combined ICE
and WHR systems. Exergy based analysis is more critical when trying to optimize
different types of energies like the mechanical power from the ICE and the exhaust
thermal energy from the ICE [142].

Hence in Chapter 3, we design energy based MPC (EMPC) and exergy based MPC
(XMPC) frameworks for ICE + WHR to be used for transportation applications and
building electricity generation. The EMPC and XMPC frameworks are designed to
(i) reduce the fuel consumption of the ICE, and (ii) meet exhaust gas temperature
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requirements for fast exhaust aftertreatment system light off. The results for the ICE
are based on extensive experimentation on an actual 6.7 liter compression ignition
engine at Michigan Technological University.

This Chapter is organized as follows. The experimental testbed is detailed in Section 3.2. Then, the mathematical models based on of the ICE, turbocharger (TC),
HE, and ORC are explained in Section 3.3. The problem formulation, design, and control results of the EMPC for the combined ICE and WHR system for transportation
and building electricity generations applications are explained in Sections 3.4 and 3.5,
respectively. In addition, the problem formulation, design, and control results of the
XMPC for the combined ICE and WHR system are discussed in Section 3.6. In
Sections 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6, the designed EMPC, and XMPC are compared to a RBC
applied to the ICE system without WHR and applied to the combined ICE and WHR
system. In addition, the ability of the designed EMPC and XMPC are assessed to
adapt to the exhaust gas temperature requirement.

3.2

Testbed

The ICE in this work is a turbocharged dual fuel natural gas-diesel engine in Advanced
Power Systems Research Center of Michigan Technological University. Table 3.1
shows the technical specifications of the ICE. Fig. 3.2 shows the ICE experimental
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setup. In the ICE, fresh air from the atmosphere is compressed, regulated, and cooled
by the TC, throttle, and intercooler, respectively. The compressed air is mixed with
natural gas, and part of exhaust gases via a mixer and by adjusting exhaust gas
recirculation (EGR) valve. This mixture goes into the engine cylinders, where diesel
fuel is directly injected. Combustion of air-fuels mixture causes the engine to produce
power in a 4-stroke operation.
(a) Schematic of the engine test setup
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Diesel
Heat Exchanger

Exhaust Manifold
Diesel DI
Fuel Injector

Shaft

Encoder
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NG Fuel Injector Rail

EGR
Valve
Fresh Air
Air Flow Meter

NG Flow Meter

Diesel
Tank

Diesel
Flow Meter

NG Pressure
Regulator

EGR Cooler

To Exhaust
Aftertreatment System

Throttle
Valve

Intercooler

(b) Engine test cell
Dual Fuel 6.7L Engine

442 hp AVL308 AC Dynamometer

ECU
and
DAQ
Interface

Figure 3.2: Experimental setup of the engine.

The ICE test unit is instrumented with six in-cylinder pressure transducers, three
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AVL GH12D and three AVL GH15D, for combustion metrics analysis. The fuel flow
measurement is done by two Micro Motion Coriolis Meter ELITE CMFS010P, one
for the liquid diesel and the other for the compressed natural gas. All temperature
measurements (i.e., intake manifold, exhaust gas, engine coolant) are made with type
K thermocouples. Intake and exhaust pressures are measured by Omega Absolute
Pressure Transducer MMA050V5P4D1T3A5CE. Other pressure measurements (i.e.,
oil pressure, fuel inlet) are done with Omega Gage Pressure Transducer GP50. The
crank angle position is measured by a BEI encoder series H25D with 360 pulses
per revolution; the load and speed are controlled by an AVL A/C Dynoroad 308/4
SX. Measurement errors include sensor accuracy and systematic error due to factors,
such as electrical noise, signal conditioning, signal transmission, hysteresis. In order
to mitigate these factors, several control points are taken during conducted engine
testings, alongside with test repetitions. It has been observed an average measurement
error for independent and dependent variables is below 3%.

In the ICE, exhaust gases from the cylinders enter the TC and then exit to the
aftertreatment system. In this work, the WHR system is located between the TC and
the aftertreatment system (Fig. 3.3). The WHR system is based on an experimental
study done in references [143, 144]. Table 3.2 shows the technical specification of the
WHR system. The WHR system consists of two sub-systems:

† Heat Exchanger - Transfers the thermal power from the exhaust gases to the
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working fluid (WF) of the ORC.

† ORC System - Converts the thermal power from the WF of the ORC to usable
mechanical power (P ORC ) for propulsion.

The total power output from the system will include P ORC + P ICE (Fig. 3.3). This
thesis focuses on optimizing ICE, TC, and WHR operations to minimize total fuel
consumption, while meeting the requirements for the exhaust aftertreatment system.
Table 3.1
Engine technical specifications.
Model
Number of cylinders
Bore x Stroke
Connecting rod length
Displacement volume
Compression Ratio
Aspiration system
Diesel Fueling System
Natural Gas Fueling System
Rated Power
Rated Torque
Peak BMEP
Boost pressure at Peak BMEP
Minimum Throttling Pressure
Exhaust Temperature Range
Peak Cylinder Pressure
Firing Order

Cummins ISB6.7 CM2250
6
107 x 124 mm
192 mm
6.7 L
15.0 : 1
Turbocharged (Wastegate) +
Charge Air Cooler + High Pressure EGR +
Throttle Valve
Direct Injection
8 holes (168 mm diameter)
Single Point Injection
Upstream of Intake Manifold
6 CNG injectors (Westport AEC 8 g/s)
231 kW (310 HP) @ 1800 RPM
1230 Nm @ 1620 RPM
24 bar
247 kPa
70 kPa
350 to 870 ◦ C
<150 bar
1-5-3-6-2-4
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Table 3.2
WHR system technical specifications.

Heat exchanger
ORC working fluid
Condenser fluid
Pump
Turbo expander
Rated power

203 mm diameter stainless steel
shell and a 1275 mm long tube
bundle with 101 stainless steel tubes.
Ethanol
50% water and 50% ethylene
glycol mixture by weight
Vickers VMQ double-action
10-cc/rev vane pump
Garret GT25 turbo expander
(Modified for application)
17 kW

TC

Compressor
WHR

ICE

Heat
Exchanger

Turbo
Expander

Exhaust After
Treatment

ORC

Legend
Flow connection
Mechanical connection
Input
Output

Figure 3.3: Power and mass flows in the ICE + WHR setup in this study.
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3.3

Modeling

This Section describes the control oriented models of the ICE and WHR systems
developed based on First Law of Thermodynamics (FLT) and Second Law of Thermodynamics (SLT); used for the studies in Sections 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6. Control oriented
models are mathematical models of the system suitable for control studies. For example, control studies may favor a less (but reasonably) accurate model of the system
requiring fewer parameters against a highly accurate but detailed model of a system
requiring lots of geometrical parameters. In Chapter 3, the accuracy of the models
developed are greater than 95% in the operating zone of the system.

3.3.1

IC Engine (ICE)

The ICE in Chapter 3 is modeled using measured data from the engine test cell
ICE,out
(Fig. 3.2). The ICE torque (T q ICE ) and exhaust gas temperature (Texh
) are

modeled as functions of four engine variable inputs, including: diesel start of injection
(SOI), manifold absolute pressure (M AP ), diesel injection pressure (DIP r), and
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diesel substitution ratio (DSR).

T q ICE = Υ1 (M AP, SOI, DSR, DIP r)

(3.1a)

ICE,out
Texh
= Ω1 (M AP, SOI, DSR, DIP r)

(3.1b)

However, the ICE power (P ICE ) is proportional to T q ICE and the angular speed of
the ICE (ω ICE ). Hence, when ω ICE is constant, P ICE is calculated as:

P ICE = Υ2 (M AP, SOI, DSR, DIP r)

(3.2)

It is worth noting that the functions Υ1 , Ω1 and Υ2 are quadratic and nonlinear.
Υ1 , Ω1 and Υ2 are obtained by varying M AP , SOI, DSR, DIP r; tabulating the
ICE,out
resulting T q ICE , Texh
, P ICE ; and developing a database model with 4 inputs and

1 output.

DSR represents the amount by which natural gas fuel has substituted diesel fuel.
DSR is calculated by using natural gas (ṁN G ) and diesel (ṁDiesel ) mass flow rates:

DSR =

ṁN G
· 100
ṁN G + ṁDiesel

(3.3)

Fig. 3.4 shows the steady state validation of ICE power and exhaust gas temperature
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by varying SOI, M AP , DIP r and DSR. In Chapter 3, the maximum steady state
errors in the entire operating range of the ICE are less than: (i) 5% in predicting
power, and (ii) 3% in predicting exhaust gas temperature. Fig. 3.4 also shows that
P ICE increases as M AP , DIP r and DSR increases. In addition, increasing SOI
shows that P ICE peaks at an optimal value of SOI; but, P ICE reduces as SOI is
increased or decreased from this optimal value.
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Figure 3.4: Comparison between the ICE steady state measurements and
model output as a function of the manifold absolute pressure (M AP ), diesel
start of injection (SOI), diesel injection pressure (DIP r) and diesel substitution ratio (DSR). ICE speed: 1200 rpm, EGR: 0%.

Furthermore, the air path dynamics is captured in the ICE model by using 2nd order
system dynamics. Fig. 3.5 shows the transient validation of M AP as a function
of time. Fig. 3.5 was generated by increasing the throttle opening percentage and
measuring M AP in the ICE test-cell (Fig. 3.2) and in the ICE model. The maximum
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transient error of the model in predicting M AP is less than 3%.

ICE
Applying SLT to the dual fuel ICE, the rate of exergy destruction of the ICE (ẊDest
)

is calculated as follows:

ICE
= (1 −
ẊDest

X
X
Tamb ICE
ICE
−
P
+
(
)
Q̇
ṁ
ψ
−
ṁout ψ)
in
HL
ICE
Twall
out
in

(3.4)

ICE
is the cylinder wall temperature of
where, Tamb is the ambient air temperature; Twall

the ICE; Q̇ICE
HL is the rate of heat lost from the ICE to the ambient air; and
and

P

out

P

in

ṁin ψ

ṁout ψ are the rate of exergies due to the fluids flowing into and out of the

ICE
ICE, respectively. For the ICE studied in Chapter 3, Q̇ICE
HL is a function of Tamb , Twall

and M AP .
145
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Figure 3.5: Transient comparison of manifold absolute pressure (M AP )
between the ICE measurements and model output; ICE speed: 1200 rpm,
SOI: 3 o bTDC, DIP r: 100 MPa, DSR: 95%, EGR: 0%.
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Furthermore, the fluids input into the ICE include the diesel fuel, natural gas fuel,
and ambient air (Figure 3.3). However the rate of exergy values of the diesel fuel
and natural gas fuel is dominant when compared to rate of exergy value of ambient
P
air. Hence, the rate exergy due to the fluids flowing into the ICE ( in ṁin ψ) is
approximated as:

X

ṁin ψ = ṁDiesel · HVDiesel · KDiesel + ṁN G · HVN G · KN G

(3.5)

in

where, HVDiesel and HVN G are the heating values of the diesel and natural gas fuel,
respectively; and KDiesel and KN G are the chemical exergy factors of diesel and natural
gas fuel, respectively.

The chemical exergy factor (K) of hydrocarbon fuels is calculated by [145]:

K = 1.0401 + 0.1728 ·

o
s
h
h
+ 0.0432 · + 0.2169 · · (1 − 2.0628 · )
c
c
c
c

(3.6)

where, h, c, o and s are the mass fraction of hydrogen, carbon, oxygen and sulphur
in the fuel, respectively.

P
Finally, the exit rate exergy due to exhaust gases flowing out the ICE ( out ṁout ψ)
is:
X

ṁout ψ = ṁexh · [(hICE,out
− hamb ) + Tamb · (sICE,out
− samb )]
exh
exh

out
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(3.7)

where, ṁexh is the mass flow rate of the engine exhaust gas; hICE,out
and sICE,out
exh
exh
are the specific enthalpy and specific entropy of the exhaust gases leaving the ICE,
respectively; and hamb and samb are the specific enthalpy and specific entropy of the
ambient air, respectively.

3.3.2

Turbocharger (TC)

The turbocharger is modeled separately as a (i) turbo-expander, and (ii) compressor.
c,out
) is calculated
The temperature of the intake air at the outlet of the compressor (Tint

by:
c,out
Tint
= ((

1
pamb 1−γ c
γc
)
· Tamb
) γc
M AP

(3.8)

where, pamb and Tamb are the ambient air pressure and temperature, respectively; and
γ c is the compression ratio of the compressor. γ c is estimated using the measurements
from the engine test cell (Fig. 3.2).

Then, the pressure of the exhaust gas at the outlet of the turbo-expander (ptb,out
exh ) is
determined by:
ptb,out
exh = ((

tb,out
Texh
tb,in
Texh

tb

tb

1

1−γ
)γ · (ptb,in
) 1−γ tb
exh )

(3.9)

tb,out
where, Texh
is the temperature of the engine exhaust fluid leaving the turbotb,in
expander; ptb,in
exh and Texh are the pressure and temperature of the engine exhaust
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fluid entering the turbo-expander, respectively; and γ tb is the expansion ratio of the
tb,out
tb,in
tb
turbo-expander. Texh
, ptb,in
are estimated using the measurements
exh , Texh , and γ

from the engine test cell (Fig. 3.2).

Then by applying FLT, power of the compressor (P c ) and power of the turbo-expander
(P tb ) are calculated as:

c,in
P c = ṁint · (hc,out
int − hint )
tb,out
P tb = ṁexh · (htb,in
exh − hexh )

(3.10a)
(3.10b)

c,out
where, ṁint is the rate of mass flow of the engine intake fluid; hc,in
are
int and hint

the specific enthalpies of the engine intake fluid entering and leaving the compressor,
respectively; ṁexh is the mass flow rate of the engine exhaust gas; and htb,in
exh and
htb,out
are the specific enthalpies of the engine exhaust fluid entering and leaving the
exh
turbo-expander, respectively.

c
Applying SLT, the rate of exergy destruction in the compressor (ẊDest
) and the rate
tb
of exergy destruction in the turbo-expander (ẊDest
) are calculated as:

c,in
c
ẊDest
= Tamb · ṁint · (sc,out
int − sint )

(3.11a)

tb,in
tb
ẊDest
= Tamb · ṁexh · (stb,out
exh − sexh )

(3.11b)

c,out
where, sc,in
int and sint are the specific entropies of the engine intake fluid entering and
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tb,out
leaving the compressor, respectively; and stb,in
exh and sexh are the specific entropies of

the engine exhaust fluid entering and leaving the turbo-expander, respectively.

It should be noted that knowing the pressure and temperature of the fluid, the specific
enthalpies and specific entropies of the fluid are obtained from EES, a commercially
available software [146].

3.3.3

Heat Exchanger (HE)

As shown in Fig. 3.3, an HE is used in this study to transfer thermal energy from the
ICE exhaust gas to the ORC. Equation (3.12) is used to calculate the temperature of
W HR,out
the engine exhaust gas leaving the WHR system (Texh
).

W HR,out
W HR,in
Texh
= Texh
−

Q̇ORC
UHE · AsHE

(3.12)

W HR,in
Where, Texh
is the temperature of the engine exhaust gas entering the WHR;

Q̇ORC is the rate of heat transferred from the HE to the ORC; UHE (=45 W/m2 .K)
is the overall heat transfer co-efficient of the HE; and AsHE is the surface area of the
HE.

For the HE in this study, UHE and AsHE are constant and the temperature drop of
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W HR,out
W HR,in
W HR
= Texh
− Texh
) is a function
the exhaust gas across the WHR (i.e., ∆Texh

of the heat flow rate to the ORC.

W HR
∆Texh
= Ψ(Q̇ORC )

(3.13)

HE
Applying SLT, the rate of exergy destruction in the HE (ẊDest
) is:

HR,out
HR,in
HE
ẊDest
= Tamb · ṁexh · (sW
− sW
)
exh
exh

(3.14)

HR,in
HR,out
where, sW
and sW
are the specific entropies of the exhaust gas entering
exh
exh

and leaving the HE, respectively.

3.3.4

Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC)

Applying the FLT for the ORC yields:

P ORC = P e − P pu

(3.15a)

e,out
e
e
P e = ηisen
· ηmech
· ṁW F · (he,in
W F − hW F )

P pu =

ṁW F · (hpu,out
− hpu,in
WF
WF )
pu
pu
ηisen · ηmech

pu,out
Q̇ORC = ṁW F · (he,in
W F − hW F )
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(3.15b)
(3.15c)
(3.15d)

where, P ORC is the net mechanical power delivered by the ORC; P e is the mechanical
power of the expander in the ORC; P pu is the mechanical power input to the pump in
e
e
the ORC; ηisen
and ηmech
are the isentropic and mechanical efficiencies of the expander

in the ORC, respectively; ṁW F is the mass flow rate of the WF in the ORC; he,in
W F and
he,out
W F are the specific enthalpies of the WF entering and leaving the expander in the
pu
pu
ORC, respectively; ηisen
and ηmech
are the isentropic and mechanical efficiencies of
pu,out
the pump in the ORC, respectively; and hpu,in
are the specific enthalpies
W F and hW F

of the WF entering and leaving the pump in the ORC, respectively. Further, it can
be shown that:

T q ORC = Π1 (ṁW F , rp )

(3.16a)

P ORC = Π2 (ṁW F , rp )

(3.16b)

where, T q ORC is the net mechanical produced by the ORC; and rp is the pressure
ratio of the ORC.

By applying SLT to the ORC system in this study, the rate of exergy destruction of
ORC
the ORC (ẊDest
) is given by:

ORC
=Tamb · (
ẊDest

Q̇ORC
Q̇Lost
−
)
Tcon,m
Tev,m

(3.17)

where, Q̇Lost is the rate of heat transferred from the condersor of the ORC to the
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ambient; Tev,m and Tcon,m are the arithmetic mean temperatures of the evaporator
and condenser of the ORC, respectively.

For the ORC module in this study, we can show that the rate of exergy recovered
ORC
(ẊRec
) is
ORC
ẊRec
=λ2 (ṁW F , rp )

(3.18)

Finally, the ORC model is validated against the measurements in references [143, 144]
and the maximum steady state errors are less than 3%.
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3.4

Energy

Based

(EMPC)

for

Model

Predictive

Automotive

Control

Applications

-

Framework Design, Results and Analysis

3.4.1

Structure of the designed Energy Based Model Predictive Controller (EMPC)

The brake thermal efficiency of the combined ICE and WHR system is calculated as:

System
ηth,b
=

T q System · ω
ṁDiesel · HVDiesel + ṁN G · HVN G

(3.19)

where, T q System is the total torque of the system; ω is the angular speed of the
system; and HVDiesel and HVN G are the heating values of diesel fuel and natural gas
fuel, respectively. Additionally, the total system torque (T q System ) is the sum of both
the ICE torque (T q Engine ) and the ORC torque (T q ORC ).

Fig. 3.6 shows the structure of the EMPC framework designed to (a) minimize the
ICE fuel consumption; and (b) meet the exhaust gas temperature constraint of the
ICE when integrated with a WHR system. The objective function in Equation (3.20)
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Figure 3.6: Structure of the designed EMPC for the combined ICE and
WHR system. © 2021 IEEE

is formulated to maximize the efficiency of the system. The system is subject to the
constraints listed in Equations (3.21a) through (3.21q). The optimization problem
is solved at each time step, to find the current and future values of diesel injection
pressure (DIP r), diesel substitution ratio (DSR), diesel start of injection (SOI),
manifold absolute pressure (M AP ), and mass flow rate of the WF (ṁW F ) in the
ORC. The input for the EMPC optimization model is the required torque (T q Ref ).

max

M AP,SOI,DIP r,DSR,ṁW F
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System
{ηth,b
}

(3.20)

Subject to the following constraints:

System
ηth,b
= Λ(M APt+k|t , SOIt+k|t , DIP rt+k|t , DSRt+k|t , ṁW F t+k|t )
t+k|t
Engine
T qt+k|t
= Υ(M APt+k|t , SOIt+k|t , DIP rt+k|t , DSRt+k|t )

(3.21a)
(3.21b)

ORC
T qt+k|t
= Π(ṁW F t+k|t )

(3.21c)

Ref
Engine
ORC
T qt+k|t
= T qt+k|t
+ T qt+k|t

(3.21d)
(3.21e)

xi ≤ xit+k|t ≤ xi
−xbi ≤

d(xit+k|t )
≤ +xbi
dt

(3.21f)

Texht+k|t ≤ Ω(M APt+k|t , SOIt+k|t ,
(3.21g)
DIP rt+k|t , DSRt+k|t , ṁW F t+k|t ) ≤ Texht+k|t
(3.21h)

ω ≤ ωt+k|t ≤ ω
Engine
T q Engine ≤ T qt+k|t
≤ T q Engine

(3.21i)
(3.21j)

ORC
T q ORC ≤ T qt+k|t
≤ T q ORC

Equation (3.21a) constitutes the brake thermal efficiency of the system; (3.21b)
and (3.21c) constitute the torque of the ICE and ORC, respectively; (3.21d) is the
constraint to keep the system output torque equal to the reference (required) torque;
(3.21e) limits the control variables (represented by xi ) between their minimum and
maximum values; (3.21f) represents the ramp limits of all the control variables; (3.21g)
limits the temperature of the exhaust gas after the WHR system within the lower
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and higher exhaust gas temperature bounds to satisfy the thermal requirements of
the exhaust aftertreatment system; (3.21h) limits the angular speed of the system;
(3.21i) and (3.21j) limit the ICE and ORC torques, respectively. In addition, Fig. 3.6
shows that a PID controller is designed in parallel to the designed EMPC. EMPC
provides the optimum trajectory for the engine control inputs (SOI, DSR, DIP r,
M AP ) and WHR control input (ṁW F ). The EMPC mainly acts as a feedforward
optimal controller. Then, the PID controller is added as a feedback controller for
T q Ref tracking. The PID controller adjusts M AP because it is the dominant variable
affecting the total system torque (T q System ).

3.4.2

Control Results

The plant models and desired controllers are implemented in MATLAB® . The system
synchronous speed was fixed at 1200 rpm and simulations were done for 80 seconds.
For EMPC formulation, YALMIP Toolbox [107] is used for a symbolic interface with
MATLAB® solvers. The control horizon of 100 ms (1 engine cycle) is applied, prediction horizon of 1 second (10 Engine cycles) is applied, and the FMINCON solver is
utilized. The simulation time to real time ratio is 2.1 when solving the optimization
problem was run in a computer with Intel® Core™ i7-8700K CPU @ 3.7 GHz with
32 GB of RAM. Further reduction in the computation cost is needed for the designed
EMPC to run on the engine control module (ECM).
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3.4.2.1

Rule Based Control (RBC)

An RBC framework is designed to provide a baseline for comparison against the
designed EMPC framework. The RBC derives its rules from a “fully calibrated”
engine operation done by the engine test cell calibration engineer, taking about one
year to calibrate.

3.4.2.2

Fuel Saving

In this section, the fuel saving potential of the designed control framework is discussed.
Here, the controller performance is evaluated by demanding the same reference torque
(T q Ref ) and comparing the outputs from three controllers including (i) the designed
EMPC framework when applied to the combined ICE and WHR system, (ii) the RBC
when applied to the ICE system without WHR, and (iii) the RBC when applied to
the combined ICE and WHR system. Fig. 3.7 shows the tracking performance of all
the three controllers. This figure shows that the tracking of T q Ref is similar in all
controllers; thus, their performance for saving fuel and meeting constraints can be
compared.

Fig. 3.8 shows a comparison of all the control outputs among the three designed
control systems. In RBC, the values for ṁW F , DIP r, DSR, and SOI are based on
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Figure 3.7: Tracking performance of the three designed controllers. The
torque tracking error of all controllers is similar and the maximum tracking
error is less than 2%. ICE speed = 1200 rpm, and EGR = 0%. © 2021
IEEE

test cell calibration for the required steady-state torque; while the value of M AP
is interpolated in accordance to the required ICE torque (T q Engine ). The designed
EMPC optimally chooses the values of the engine and WHR control variables to (a)
minimize the fuel consumption; and (b) meet exhaust gas temperature constraint as
shown in Fig. 3.9.

Fig. 3.9(a) shows a reduction in fuel consumption of the ICE as a result of two
factors: (i) adding WHR, (ii) changing RBC to EMPC. The fuel consumed by the
ICE over the simulation time for the three control systems is shown in Table 3.3.
This is calculated by integrating the fuel consumption rate of the ICE (Fig. 3.9(a))
over the simulation time. Fig. 3.9(b) shows that the designed EMPC is also able to
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Figure 3.8: Controller outputs when the designed EMPC is applied to the
combined ICE and WHR system. The controller outputs are compared with
the two RBCs for the same conditions as those in Fig. 3.7. © 2021 IEEE
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W HR,out
meet the exhaust gas temperature constraint and controls Texh
such that it is

always above the minimum required limit. The exhaust gas temperature constraint
is determined by adding 25 K to the catalyst light off temperature (i.e., 500 K)
for a typical diesel ICE [147]. The failure of the exhaust gas temperature to meet
the exhaust temperature constraint when RBC is applied to the combined ICE and
W HR,out
violates the
WHR system is quantified in Table 3.3. Fig. 3.9(b) shows that Texh

minimum allowed temperature at least 40% of the times.
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of the system outputs for the same conditions as
those in Fig. 3.7. © 2021 IEEE
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3.4.2.3

Variable Exhaust Gas Temperature Constraint

The controller will encounter situations dictated by exhaust aftertreatment system
conditions. The controller should be capable of (i) maintaining the exhaust gas temperature at the inlet of the exhaust aftertreatment system to be greater than the
required catalyst light off temperature, and (ii) raising the exhaust gas temperature
at the inlet of the aftertreatment system high enough for efficient diesel particulate
filter (DPF) regeneration whenever needed. In tune with that, variable exhaust gas
temperature constraint is considered in the designed EMPC. To illustrate the controller performance for a case study, Fig. 3.9(b) is changed to a variable exhaust
gas temperature constraint by considering the DPF regeneration temperature for a
typical diesel ICE [148] from time 36 to 44 seconds. In addition, the same reference
torque (T q Ref ) as shown in Fig. 3.7 is used. Fig. 3.10 shows the results of the designed
Table 3.3
Fuel consumption and the average violation of exhaust gas temperature
from the minimum allowed exhaust gas temperature are compared among
the three system and control configurations studied. © 2021 IEEE
Average
Exh. Temp.
Violation (K)**
ICE
RBC
329.9
ICE + WHR
RBC
317.5
3.8
14
ICE + WHR EMPC
310.3
5.9
0
* Percentages are calculated by comparing with the baseline RBC
without WHR.
** The average exhaust gas temperature violation is defined as a metric to
account for the violation of engine exhaust gas temperature after the WHR
W HR,out
system (Texh
) against the required exhaust temperature bound (Texh )
System

i=n
P

and is given by

Fuel
Consumed (g)

Control

i=1

W HR,out
(Texh −Texh
(i))

n

Fuel
Savings* (%)

W HR,out
, when Texh
(i) < Texh
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Figure 3.10: System and controller outputs when the designed EMPC and
RBC are applied to the combined ICE and WHR system. Subplots (b)
through (f) show the controller outputs. © 2021 IEEE
W HR,out
controllers in meeting Texh
constraint. The designed EMPC optimally adjusts

the control outputs such that the constraints are never violated; but, the RBC is
not capable of meeting the exhaust temperature constraint during DPF regeneration
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(Fig. 3.10).

3.4.3

Summary and Conclusions

Section 3.4 presented the study undertaken to design an energy based model predictive
controller (EMPC) to (i) minimize the fuel consumption, and (ii) meet time-varying
exhaust gas temperature constraint for a combined ICE and WHR system in vehicles.
The exhaust gas temperature constraint represents light-off temperature requirements
of the exhaust aftertreatment systems and also the required temperature for efficient
DPF regeneration. In this study, control-oriented models for ICE system and WHR
system were developed and then incorporated into an EMPC framework to optimally
control the ICE and WHR systems in accordance with the reference torque demand.
The main findings from this study show that the designed EMPC framework:

† can provide upto 5.9% fuel saving, compared to the baseline experimentally
calibrated controller (RBC) for the ICE system without WHR;
† improves the fuel saving by 2.1%, compared to the RBC for the combined ICE
and WHR system; and
† meets both constant and time-varying exhaust gas temperature (Texh ) constraints without any violations, while the RBC failed to meet Texh constraints
in over 40% of the tested conditions.
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3.5

Energy

Based

Model

Predictive

Control

(EMPC) for Electric Power in Buildings Framework Design, Results and Analysis

3.5.1

Structure of the Designed Energy Based Model Predictive Control (EMPC)

The system efficiency of the combined ICE and WHR system (η System ) is calculated
as:
η System =

P System
ṁDiesel · HVDiesel + ṁN G · HVN G

(3.22)

where, P System is the total electrical power delivered by the combined ICE and WHR
system; HVDiesel and HVN G are the heating values of diesel and natural gas, respectively. P System is calculated as the sum of P ICE and P ORC ; multiplied by the gear
box efficiency (ηGB ) and the generator efficiency (ηGen ) as shown:

P System = ηGB · ηGen · (P ICE + P ORC )

(3.23)

Fig. 3.11 shows the structure of the EMPC framework designed to (a) minimize the
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ICE fuel consumption; and (b) enforce the exhaust gas temperature constraint of the
ICE when integrated with a WHR system. The objective function in Equation (3.24)
is formulated to maximize efficiency of the system. The system is subject to the
constraints listed in Equations (3.25a) through (3.25q). The optimization problem
is solved at each time step, to find the current and future values of diesel injection
pressure (DIP r), diesel substitution ratio (DSR), diesel start of injection (SOI),
manifold absolute pressure (M AP ), and mass flow rate of the WF (ṁW F ) in the
ORC. The input for the EMPC optimization model is the required power (P Ref ).
Energy Based Model
Predictive Controller of
ICE + WHR

Constraints

ICE

+
+
Gear Box

Generator

Reference
Power

WHR

+

-

PID
Controller

Figure 3.11: Structure of the designed EMPC for the combined ICE and
WHR system.

The objective function is:

max

M AP,SOI,DIP r,DSR,ṁW F
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{η System }

(3.24)

Subject to the following constraints:

System
ηt+k|t
= Λ(M APt+k|t , SOIt+k|t , DIP rt+k|t , DSRt+k|t , ṁW F t+k|t )

(3.25a)

ICE
Pt+k|t
= Υ(M APt+k|t , SOIt+k|t , DIP rt+k|t , DSRt+k|t )

(3.25b)

ORC
Pt+k|t
= Π(ṁW F t+k|t )

(3.25c)

Ref
ICE
ORC
Pt+k|t
+ Pt+k|t
)
= (Pt+k|t

(3.25d)

M AP ≤ M APt+k|t ≤ M AP

(3.25e)

α(M APt+k|t ) ≤ SOIt+k|t ≤ β(M APt+k|t )

(3.25f)

DIP r ≤ DIP rt+k|t ≤ DIP r

(3.25g)

DSR ≤ DSRt+k|t ≤ DSR

(3.25h)

ṁW F ≤ ṁW Ft+k|t ≤ ṁW F

(3.25i)

\
−M
AP ≤
d ≤
−SOI
\r ≤
−DIP
[ ≤
−DSR
[
−ṁ
WF ≤

d(M APt+k|t )
\
≤ +M
AP
dt
d(SOIt+k|t )
d
≤ +SOI
dt
d(DIP rt+k|t )
\r
≤ +DIP
dt
d(DSRt+k|t )
[
≤ +DSR
dt
d(ṁW Ft+k|t )
[
≤ +ṁ
WF
dt

(3.25j)
(3.25k)
(3.25l)
(3.25m)
(3.25n)

Texht+k|t ≤ Ω(M APt+k|t , SOIt+k|t , DIP rt+k|t ,
DSRt+k|t , ṁW F t+k|t ) ≤ Texht+k|t
Engine
P Engine ≤ Pt+k|t
≤ P Engine

(3.25o)
(3.25p)

ORC
P ORC ≤ Pt+k|t
≤ P ORC

(3.25q)
(3.25r)
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Equation (3.25a) constitutes the system efficiency; (3.25b) and (3.25c) constitute the
torque of the ICE and ORC, respectively; (3.25d) is the constraint to keep the system
output torque equal to the reference (required) torque; (3.25e) through (3.25i) limit
all the control variables within the minimum and maximum allowable values; (3.25j)
through (3.25n) represent the ramp limits of all the control variables; (3.25o) limits
the temperature of the exhaust gas after the WHR system within the lower and
higher exhaust gas temperature bounds; (3.25p) and (3.25q) limit the ICE and ORC
torques, respectively. In addition, Fig. 3.11 shows that a PID controller is designed
in parallel to the designed EMPC. EMPC provides the optimum trajectory for the
engine control inputs (SOI, DSR, DIP r, M AP ) and WHR control input (ṁW F ).
The EMPC mainly acts as a feedforward optimal controller. Then, the PID controller
is added as a feedback controller for P Ref tracking. The PID controller adjusts M AP
because it is the dominant variable affecting total system power (P System ).

3.5.2

Control Results

The plant models and desired controllers are implemented in MATLAB® . The system synchronous speed was fixed at 1200 rpm and simulations were done for 3-hour
power demand. For EMPC formulation, YALMIP Toolbox [107] is used for a symbolic interface with MATLAB® solvers. The prediction horizon of 100 seconds is
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applied, and the FMINCON solver is utilized. The optimization problem was run in
a computer with Intel® Core™ i7-8700K CPU @ 3.7GHz with 32GB of RAM and the
computation time was 210 seconds to simulate 3-hour operation.

3.5.2.1

Rule Based Control (RBC)

An RBC framework is designed to provide a baseline for comparison against the designed EMPC framework. The control flow of the designed RBC is shown in Fig. 3.12.
The RBC represents a fully calibrated engine operation done by the engine test cell
calibration engineer. Fig. 3.12 shows that the power from the ICE (P ICE ) is calculated as the difference of the power from ORC (P ORC ) and the total requested
reference power (P Ref ). But, P ORC is proportional to the mass flow rate of the WF
to the ORC (ṁW F ). In addition, ṁW F is set to 0 if the system does not have a WHR
system or if the system is integrated with a WHR system but if DPF regeneration
event is requested by the electronic control unit (ECU). If and only if the system
is integrated with WHR system and the ECU does not request a DPF regeneration
event, then ṁW F is set to a nominal value to maximise the efficiency of the ORC.
For a given ICE speed and P ICE ; SOI, DIP r, and DSR are set to nominal values
from the calibration tables populated from the ICE test bench data. Finally, for a
given P ICE , SOI, DIP r, and DSR; M AP is obtained using a 1-D table. It should
be noted that, measurements from at least 3000 operating points were recorded to
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populate the ICE calibration tables.
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Regeneration
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Figure 3.12: Control flow of the baseline rule based controller. The calibration tables are populated with measurements from a fully calibrated
engine.
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Figure 3.13: Tracking performance of the three designed controllers. The
power tracking error of all controllers is similar and the maximum tracking
error is less than 3%. ICE speed = 1200 rpm, and EGR = 0%.
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3.5.2.2

Fuel Saving

In this section, the fuel saving potential of the designed control framework is discussed.
Here, the controller performance is evaluated by demanding the same reference power
(P Ref ) and comparing the outputs from three controllers including (i) the designed
EMPC framework when applied to the combined ICE and WHR system, (ii) the RBC
when applied to the ICE system without WHR, and (iii) the RBC when applied to
the combined ICE and WHR system. Fig. 3.13 shows the tracking performance of all
the three controllers to meet requested power. P Ref shows a typical generator profile
in the building under study [16]. This figure shows that the tracking of P Ref is similar
in all controllers; thus, their performance for saving fuel and meeting constraints can
be compared.

Fig. 3.14 shows a comparison of all the control outputs among the three designed
control systems. In RBC, the values for ṁW F , DIP r, DSR, and SOI are based on
test cell calibration for the required steady-state power (Fig. 3.12); while the value
Table 3.4
Fuel consumption comparison among the three system and control
configurations studied for the case of (i) constant exhaust temperature
constraint, and (ii) RBC defined to maximize energy efficiency.
System

Control

ICE
ICE + WHR
ICE + WHR

RBC
RBC
EMPC

Fuel Consumed
(kg)
44.8
42.9
41.8

Fuel Saving*
(%)
4.2
6.7

* Percentages are calculated by comparing with the baseline RBC without WHR.
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Figure 3.14: Controller outputs when the designed EMPC is applied to
the combined ICE and WHR system. The controller outputs are compared
with the two RBCs for the same conditions as those in Fig. 3.13.
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of M AP is interpolated (Fig. 3.12) in accordance to the required ICE power (P ICE ).
The designed EMPC optimally chooses the values of the engine and WHR control
variables to (a) minimize the fuel consumption; and (b) meet exhaust gas temperature
constraint as shown in Fig. 3.15.

Fig. 3.15(a) shows a reduction in fuel consumption of the ICE as a result of two
factors: (i) adding WHR, (ii) changing RBC to EMPC. The fuel consumed by the
ICE over the simulation time for the three control systems is shown in Table 3.4.
This is calculated by integrating the fuel consumption rate of the ICE (Fig. 3.15(a))
over the simulation time. Fig. 3.15(b) shows that the designed EMPC is also able to
W HR,out
meet the exhaust gas temperature constraint and controls Texh
such that it is

always above the minimum required limit. The exhaust gas temperature constraint
is determined by adding 10 K to the minimum temperature for exothermic reactions
to take place in the catalyst (i.e., 473 K) for a typical diesel ICE [147]. In addition, it
should be noted that, the required ṁW F in RBC was calibrated to maximize the fuel
W HR,out
efficiency of the ICE. In tune with that, Fig. 3.15(b) shows that Texh
violates

the minimum allowed temperature at least 33% of the times.
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Figure 3.15: Comparison of the system outputs for the same conditions as
those in Fig. 3.13.

3.5.2.3

Variable Temperature Tracking

The controller will encounter situations dictated by exhaust aftertreatment system
conditions. The controller should be capable of (i) maintaining the exhaust gas temperature at the inlet of the aftertreatment system to be greater than the minimum
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temperature required for exothermic reactions to take place in the catalyst, and (ii)
raising the exhaust gas temperature at the inlet of the aftertreatment system high
enough for efficient DPF regeneration whenever needed. In tune with that, variable
exhaust gas temperature constraint is considered in the designed EMPC. To illustrate
the controller performance for a case study, Fig. 3.15(b) is changed to a variable exhaust gas temperature constraint by considering the DPF regeneration temperature
for a typical diesel ICE [149] from time 1:15 to 1:35 hours. In addition, the same reference power (P Ref ) as shown in Fig. 3.13 is used. Fig. 3.16 shows the results of the
W HR,out
designed controllers in meeting Texh
constraint. The designed EMPC optimally

adjusts the control outputs such that the constraints are never violated.

The fuel consumed by the ICE over the simulation time for the three control systems
is shown in Table 3.5. By comparing Table 3.4 and Table 3.5, we can observe:

† the fuel consumed reduced when RBC was applied to the combined ICE and
WHR system because (i) the required ṁW F in RBC was calibrated to minimize
Table 3.5
Fuel consumption comparison among the three system and control
configurations studied for the case of (i) variable exhaust temperature
constraint, and (ii) RBC defined not to violate exhaust temperature
constraint.
System

Control

ICE
ICE + WHR
ICE + WHR

RBC
RBC
EMPC

Fuel Consumed
(kg)
44.8
43.2
42

Fuel Saving*
(%)
3.6
6.3

* Percentages are calculated by comparing with the baseline RBC without WHR.
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Figure 3.16: Controller outputs when the designed EMPC is applied to
the combined ICE and WHR system. The controller outputs are compared
with the two RBCs for the same conditions as those in Fig. 3.13.

exhaust temperature constraint violation, (ii) the controller switches off WHR
during DPF regeneration requirement for 20 minutes; and

† the fuel consumed increased when the designed EMPC was applied to the combined ICE and WHR system because of the DPF regeneration requirement for
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20 minutes.

The Sankey diagrams in Fig. 3.17 show the energy distribution in all three systems
for the conditions in Fig. 3.16. This figure shows the results for keeping the generator
output (i.e. 0.76 GJ) the same, while the required fuel supply is reduced by including
WHR and using EMPC. Fig. 3.17(a) shows the amount of fuel energy being converted
to useful electrical energy when RBC is applied to ICE system without WHR. This
electrical energy input is considered as the baseline requirement. Fig. 3.17(b) shows
that when RBC is applied to the combined ICE and WHR system, the baseline
electrical energy output is obtained by using 3.5% less fuel energy, when compared to
RBC applied to ICE system without WHR. This is due to the aid of WHR system,
whose output is added to the output of the ICE though a gearbox. Finally, Fig. 3.17(c)
shows that when the designed optimal EMPC is applied to the combined ICE and
WHR system, the baseline electrical energy output is obtained by using 2.6% less
fuel energy, when compared to RBC applied to the combined ICE and WHR system.
This is because the designed EMPC optimally coordinates the values of M AP , SOI,
DIP r, DSR, and ṁW F to:

† maximize the ICE brake thermal efficiency (i.e., efficiency in converting fuel
chemical energy to ICE mechanical energy);
† maximise the available exhaust thermal energy in the ICE whenever desirable;
and
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Figure 3.17: Energy distribution of the three designed controllers. The energy distribution is shown for the conditions in Fig. 3.16. The abbreviations
used are ICE: Internal Combustion Engine, TC:Turbo-Charger, and WHR:
Waste Heat Recovery.
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† maximise the efficiency of the WHR system.

Furthermore, Appendix A shows the details needed for the computation of energy
balance of the three systems studied in Fig 3.17.

3.5.3

Summary and Conclusions

Section 3.5 presented the design of an energy based model predictive controller
(EMPC) to (i) minimize the fuel consumption, and (ii) meet time-varying exhaust
gas temperature constraint for a combined ICE and WHR system to provide auxillary
power in buildings. The exhaust gas temperature constraint represents light-off temperature requirements of the exhaust aftertreatment systems and also the required
temperature for efficient DPF regeneration. For this section, control-oriented models for ICE system and WHR system were developed and then incorporated into an
EMPC framework to optimally coordinate the ICE and WHR systems in accordance
with the reference power demand. The main findings from Section 3.5 show that the
designed EMPC framework:

† with constant exhaust gas temperature (Texh ) constraint provides up to 6.7%
fuel saving compared to the baseline experimentally calibrated rule based controller (RBC) for the ICE system without WHR;
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† with time-varying Texh constraint provides up to 6.3% fuel saving compared to
the applied RBC for the ICE system without WHR;

† improves the fuel saving by 2.5%, compared to the RBC for the combined ICE
and WHR system when RBC is calibrated to maximize fuel efficiency;

† improves

the

fuel

saving

by

2.7%,

compared

to

the

RBC

for

the combined ICE and WHR system when RBC is calibrated to
minimize Texh constraint violation;

† reduces the calibration effort required of the ICE by at least a few thousand
operating points compared to the applied RBC; and

† meets both constant and time-varying exhaust gas temperature (Texh ) constraints without any violations, while the RBC failed to meet Texh constraints
in over 33% of the tested conditions.
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3.6.1

Structure of the Designed Exergy Based Model Predictive Control (XMPC)

According to SLT, the second law efficiency (ηII ) is defined as:

ηII =

ẊDest
ẊRec
= 1−
ẊSupp
ẊSupp

(3.26)

where, ẊRec , ẊSupp and ẊDest are the rate of exergy recovered, supplied, and destroyed, respectively.

From Equation (3.26), it is clear that reducing the exergy destruction or increasing
the exergy recovered when the exergy supplied is constant will increase the second law
efficiency of the system. Therefore, in this study, the optimizer decreases the ratio of
Engine
exergy destruction in the ICE + TC (ẊDest
) to the exergy supplied to the ICE +
Engine
W HR
TC (ẊSupp
) while increasing the ratio of exergy recovered in the WHR (ẊRec
) to
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W HR
the exergy supplied to the WHR (ẊSupp
), along with meeting system the constraints.

Exergy Based Model
Predictive Controller
of ICE + WHR

+

Optimizer

Constraints

ICE

+
Exergy
Model

Gear Box

Reference
Torque

WHR

+

-

PID
Controller

Figure 3.18: Structure of the designed XMPC for the combined ICE and
WHR system.

Fig. 3.18 shows the structure of the exergy based MPC (XMPC) framework designed
to (a) minimize the ICE fuel consumption; and (b) enforce the exhaust gas temperature constraint of the ICE when integrated with a WHR system. The objective
function in Equation (3.27) is formulated to maximize the second law efficiency of the
system. The system is subject to the constraints listed in Equations (3.28a) through
(3.28l). The optimization problem is solved at each time step, to find the current and
future values of diesel injection pressure (DIP r), diesel substitution ratio (DSR),
diesel start of injection (SOI), manifold absolute pressure (M AP ), operating pressure ratio (rp ) of the ORC, and mass flow rate of the WF (ṁW F ) in the ORC. The
input for the MPC optimization model is the required torque (T q Ref ).
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"
min

M AP,SOI,DIP r,DSR,ṁW F ,rp

#!
# "
Engine
W HR
ẊDest
ẊRec
−
Engine
W HR
ẊSupp
ẊSupp

(3.27)

Subject to the following constraints:

Engine
ẊDest
= α(pambt+k|t , Tambt+k|t , M APt+k|t , SOIt+k|t , DIP rt+k|t , DSRt+k|t ) (3.28a)
t+k|t
Engine
= β(pambt+k|t , Tambt+k|t , M APt+k|t , DSRt+k|t )
ẊSupp
t+k|t
W HR
ẊRec
= λ(ṁW F t+k|t , rpt+k|t )
t+k|t

(3.28b)
(3.28c)

W HR
ẊSupp
= Λ(pambt+k|t , Tambt+k|t , M APt+k|t , SOIt+k|t , DIP rt+k|t , DSRt+k|t ) (3.28d)
t+k|t
ICE
T qt+k|t
= Υ(M APt+k|t , SOIt+k|t , DIP rt+k|t , DSRt+k|t )

(3.28e)

ORC
T qt+k|t
= Π(ṁW F t+k|t , rpt+k|t )

(3.28f)

Ref
Engine
ORC
T qt+k|t
= T qt+k|t
+ T qt+k|t

(3.28g)

xi ≤ xit+k|t ≤ xi
−xbi ≤

d(xit+k|t )
dt

(3.28h)

≤ +xbi

(3.28i)

Texht+k|t ≤ Ω(M APt+k|t , SOIt+k|t , DIP rt+k|t ,
DSRt+k|t , ṁW F t+k|t , rpt+k|t ) ≤ Texht+k|t

(3.28j)
(3.28k)

ω ≤ ωt+k|t ≤ ω
Engine
T q Engine ≤ T qt+k|t
≤ T q Engine

(3.28l)

ORC
≤ T q ORC
T q ORC ≤ T qt+k|t

(3.28m)
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Equation (3.28a) and Equation (3.28b) represent the rate of exergy destruction in
the ICE + TC and the supplied exergy to the ICE + TC, respectively; Equation
(3.28c) and Equation (3.28d) show the rate of exergy recovered by the WHR and
the exergy supplied to the WHR, respectively; (3.28e) and (3.28f) constitute the
torque of the ICE and ORC, respectively; (3.28g) is the constraint to keep the system
output torque equal to the reference (required) torque; (3.28h) limits the control
variables (represented by xi ) between their minimum and maximum values; (3.28i)
represents the ramp limits of all the control variables; (3.28j) limits the temperature
of the exhaust gas after the WHR system within the lower and higher exhaust gas
temperature bounds; (3.28k) limits the angular speed of the system; (3.28l) and
(3.28m) limit the ICE torque and ORC output torque in the WHR, respectively. In
addition, Fig. 3.18 shows that a PID controller is designed in parallel to the designed
XMPC. The XMPC provides the optimum trajectory for the engine control inputs
(SOI, DSR, DIP r, M AP ) and WHR control input (rp , ṁW F ). The XMPC mainly
acts as a feedforward optimal controller. Then, the PID controller is added as a
feedback controller for T q Ref tracking. The PID controller adjusts M AP because it
is the dominant variable affecting the total system torque (T q System ).
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3.6.2

Control Results

The plant models and desired controllers are implemented in MATLAB® . The system
synchronous speed was fixed at 1200 rpm and simulations were done for 10 seconds
(i.e., 100 engine cycles). For the XMPC formulation, YALMIP Toolbox [107] is used
for a symbolic interface with MATLAB® solvers. The prediction horizon of 1 second
is applied, and the FMINCON solver is utilized. The simulation time to real time
ratio was 5.2 when the optimization problem was run in a computer with Intel®
Core™ i7-8700K CPU @ 3.7 GHz with 32 GB of RAM. Further reduction in the
computation cost is needed for the designed XMPC to run in real time on the engine
control module (ECM). This can be done by using methods of explicit MPC [63] and
fast MPC [65].

3.6.2.1

Rule Based Control (RBC)

An RBC framework is designed to provide a baseline for comparison against the designed MPC framework. The control flow of the designed RBC is shown in Fig. 3.19.
The RBC represents a fully calibrated engine operation done by the engine test cell
calibration engineer. Fig. 3.19 shows that the torque from the ICE (T q ICE ) is calculated as the difference of the torque from ORC (T q ORC ) and the total requested
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reference torque (T q Ref ). But, T q ORC is proportional to the mass flow rate of the
WF to the ORC (ṁW F ). In addition, ṁW F and the operating pressure of the ORC
(rp ) is set to 0 if the system does not have a WHR system. If the system has a
WHR, then rp is set to a nominal value to maximise the efficiency of the ORC. The
required ṁW F is calibrated to maximise the fuel conversion efficiency; while satisfying the exhaust aftertreatment system temperature requirement as mush as possible.
For a given ICE speed and T q ICE ; SOI, DIP r, and DSR are set to nominal values
from the calibration tables populated from the ICE test bench data. Finally, for a
given T q ICE , SOI, DIP r, and DSR; M AP is obtained using a 1-D table. It should
be noted that, measurements from at least 3000 operating points were recorded to
populate the ICE calibration tables.
Exhaust Aftertreatment
Sys. Temp. Requirement
Model Based
Calibration
(
X

)

ORC
Measurement
Data (
)

Engine
Speed

Calibration
Tables
(Engine
Test Bench)

Yes
Integrated
WHR
System

X

ECU
Command

No

Figure 3.19: Control flow of the baseline rule based controller. The calibration tables are populated with the measurements from a fully calibrated
engine.
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Figure 3.20: Tracking performance the four designed controllers. The
torque tracking error of all controllers is similar and the maximum tracking
error is less than 3%. Ambient Pressure = 96 kPa, ICE speed = 1200 rpm,
and EGR = 0%.

3.6.2.2

Fuel Saving

In this section, the fuel saving potential of the designed control framework is discussed.
Here, the controller performance is evaluated by demanding the same reference torque
(T q Ref ) and comparing the outputs from four controllers including (i) the designed
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XMPC framework when applied to the combined ICE and WHR system, (ii) the energy based MPC (EMPC) framework when applied to the combined ICE and WHR
system, (iii) the RBC when applied to the ICE system without WHR, and (iv) the
RBC when applied to the combined ICE and WHR system. It should be noted that
the details of EMPC are given in Section 3.4. Fig. 3.20(a) shows the tracking performance of all the four controllers to meet requested torque. Furthermore, Fig. 3.20(a)
shows that the tracking of T q Ref is similar in all controllers; thus, their performance
for saving fuel and meeting constraints can be compared. Additionally, Fig. 3.20(b)
shows ambient temperature (Tamb ) input to all the four controllers. Reduction in
Tamb will lead to a decrease in the exergy destruction of the system (or increase in
available exergy of the system).

Fig. 3.21 shows a comparison of the most sensitive control outputs among the four
designed control systems. Fig. 3.21(a) shows the M AP because it is the dominant
variable affecting the engine torque (T q ICE ), considering a constant fuel-air equivalence ratio remains constant. Fig. 3.21(b) shows the ṁW F because it is the dominant
variable the affecting ORC torque (T q ORC ). In RBC, the values for rp , ṁW F , DIP r,
DSR, and SOI are based on the test cell calibration for the required steady-state
torque (Fig. 3.19); while the value of M AP is interpolated (Fig. 3.19) in accordance to
the required ICE torque (T q ICE ). EMPC adjusts the control inputs to the engine and
WHR to maximize the first law (or energy conversion) efficiency of the combined ICE
and WHR system. In other words, EMPC does not react to changes in the ambient
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Figure 3.21: Controller outputs when the designed MPC is applied to the
combined ICE and WHR system. The controller outputs are compared with
the EMPC and the two RBCs for the same conditions as those in Fig. 3.20.

conditions. However, the designed XMPC optimally chooses the values of the control
variables for the engine and WHR to maximize the second law (or exergy) efficiency
of the combined ICE and WHR system. In other words, XMPC in real-time:

1. reduces the sources of irreversibilities (i.e., defficiency) in the combined ICE and
WHR system (e.g., heat loss from ICE to ambient); and
2. reacts to the changes in the ambient conditions, since it affects the exergy
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destruction and the system potential to do work (e.g., ORC work output from
the thermal energy of exhaust gases).

Fig. 3.22(a) shows a reduction in fuel consumption of the ICE as a result of three
factors: (i) adding WHR, (ii) changing from RBC to EMPC and (iii) changing from
EMPC to XMPC. The fuel consumed by the ICE over the simulation time for the four
control systems is shown in Table 3.6. This is calculated by integrating the fuel consumption rate of the ICE (Fig. 3.22(a)) over the simulation time. Fig. 3.22(b) shows
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Figure 3.22: Comparison of the system outputs for the same conditions as
those in Fig. 3.20.
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that the EMPC and designed XMPC are able to meet the exhaust gas temperature
W HR,out
constraint and controls Texh
such that it is above the minimum required limit in
W HR,out
over 98% of the tested conditions. The violations in Texh
occur at 1.6 and 3.2

s for short periods of time (< 0.1 s) when demand torque (T q Ref ) changes from one
steady-state value to another and the feedback PID controller dominates the feedforward MPC. The exhaust gas temperature constraint is determined by adding 25 K
to the minimum temperature for exothermic reactions to take place in the catalyst
W HR,out
(i.e., 473 K) for a typical diesel ICE [147]. Fig. 3.22(b) shows that Texh
by RBC

violates the minimum allowed temperature at least 34% of the times.

3.6.2.3

Exhaust Gas Temperature Constraint

This section discusses the ability of the designed XMPC to satisfy the temperature
demand of a different exhaust aftertreatment system than what was discussed in
Section 3.6.2.2. The exhaust gas temperature constraint to the optimal EMPC and
Table 3.6
Comparing the engine fuel consumption among the four control
configurations studied in Section 3.6.2.2.

System
ICE
ICE + WHR
ICE + WHR
ICE + WHR
* Percentages
baseline RBC

Fuel
Fuel
Consumed (g) Savings* (%)
RBC
41.3
RBC
39.7
4
EMPC
38.8
6.2
XMPC
38.3
7.2
are calculated by comparing with the
without WHR.
Control
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XMPC are modified and it is obtained by adding 25 K to the minimum temperature
required for exothermic reactions to take place in the methane oxidation catalyst
(i.e., 575 K) used for a typical natural and diesel dual fuel ICE [150]. Fig. 3.23
shows that the optimal EMPC and the designed optimal XMPC are able to control
the exhaust gas temperature such that the exhaust gas temperature is above the
minimum required limit in over 99% of the tested conditions. Fig. 3.23 also shows
W HR,out
constraints in over 36% of the tested
that the applied RBC failed to meet Texh

conditions. Finally, Table 3.7 shows the reduction in the fuel consumed by the ICE by
adding WHR and/or by adding optimal MPC. Comparison of Table 3.7 with Table 3.6
shows the following.

1. The fuel reduction capability of the WHR system is reduced in Table 3.7. This
is due to the need to increase the exhaust gas temperature.
2. The ratio of
† the fuel saving percentage obtained by changing from RBC to the designed
XMPC for the combined ICE + WHR system
to
† the fuel saving percentage obtained by adding WHR to ICE controlled by
RBC
gives the fuel reduction capability of XMPC relative to adding WHR. Tables 3.6
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and 3.7 show that the fuel reduction capability of XMPC relative to adding
WHR is almost constant in both the cases and is 80% and 81%, respectively2 .
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Figure 3.23: Comparison of the ICE exhaust gas temperature after the
WHR system for the four control systems studied in Section 3.6.2.3.
Table 3.7
Comparing the engine fuel consumption among the four control
configurations studied in Section 3.6.2.3.

System
ICE
ICE + WHR
ICE + WHR
ICE + WHR
* Percentages
baseline RBC

2

calculated as

Fuel
Fuel
Consumed (g) Savings* (%)
RBC
41.3
RBC
40
3.2
EMPC
39.2
5.1
XMPC
38.9
5.8
are calculated by comparing with the
without WHR.
Control

XM P C
RBC
F CICE+W
HR −F CICE+W HR
RBC
RBC
F CICE+W
HR −F CICE

· 100; where, F Cyx is the fuel consumed by the ICE when x

controller is applied to y system.
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3.6.2.4

Energy and Exergy Analysis

In this section, energy and exergy based analyses are discussed for the combined ICE
+ WHR system when the designed XMPC is applied to the ICE + WHR system. The
Sankey diagrams in Fig. 3.24 show the energy based analysis and the exergy based
analysis for the conditions in Section 3.6.2.2. Appendix B shows the details needed
for the computation of the energy and exergy balance in Fig 3.24. Fig. 3.24(a) shows
that an energy based analysis only gives information on the amount of energy utilized
for the final work delivery (i.e., 0.75 MJ), the amount of energy in the exhaust gas,
and the amount of energy lost in converting the chemical energy from the fuel to
the mechanical work delivery. But, exergy based analysis (Fig. 3.24(b)) shows the
following.

1. The amount of exergy destroyed in all stages of energy conversion. These include
exergy destroyed from converting the fuel chemical energy to mechanical work
in the ICE and from converting the thermal energy from the exhaust gases to
mechanical work in the WHR.
2. The amount of exergy recovered (i.e., energy utilized for useful work) from the
fuel.
3. 67% of the exhaust gas energy has the potential to be converted to work in
the WHR. This provides the ceiling of efficiency for WHR. However, the final
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realised efficiency of the WHR is 11%.
4. Out of the 100% fuel energy (i.e., the ceiling of efficiency for ICE + WHR
system), only 42% is converted to useful work.
5. The amount of not utilized exergy in the exhaust gas after WHR.

3.6.3

Summary and Conclusions

Section 3.6 presented the design of an exergy based model predictive controller
(XMPC) to (i) minimize the fuel consumption, and (ii) meet exhaust gas temperature
constraint for a combined ICE and WHR system. The exhaust gas temperature constraint represents light-off temperature requirements of the exhaust aftertreatment
systems. Section 3.6 utilized the control-oriented models for the ICE system and
WHR system (Section 3.3). These models were then incorporated into an XMPC
framework to optimally coordinate the ICE and WHR systems in accordance with
the reference torque demand. The main findings from Section 3.6 show that the
designed XMPC framework:

† reduces the fuel consumption of the ICE by 7.2%; compared to the baseline
RBC for the ICE system without WHR;
† improves the fuel saving by 3% and 1%, respectively; compared to the RBC
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and EMPC for the combined ICE and WHR system;
(a) Energy Analysis

ICE Exhaust
Gas Energy
0.55 MJ
(29%)

WHR Mechanical Energy 0.04 MJ (2%)
ICE Exhaust
Gas Energy
0.33 MJ (17%)

WHR

Fuel
Energy
1.89 MJ
(100%)

ICE + TC

ICE Mechanical
Energy
0.75 MJ (40%)

WHR Energy
Losses 0.18 MJ (10%)

ICE Energy
Losses
0.59 MJ (31%)

(b) Exergy Analysis

WHR Mechanical Exergy 0.04 MJ (2%)
ICE Exhaust
Gas Exergy
0.37 MJ (20%)

WHR

Fuel
Exergy
1.89 MJ
(100%)

ICE + TC

ICE Mechanical
Exergy
0.75 MJ (40%)

ICE Exhaust Gas Exergy 0.15 MJ (8%)
Exergy dest. in ORC 0.03 MJ (2%)
Exergy dest. in HE 0.03 MJ (2%)
Other Irreversibilities 0.12 MJ (6%)

ICE Exergy Loss due to
Heat Transfer 0.37 MJ (20%)
Exergy dest. in TC 4.8 kJ (<1%)
Other Irreversibilities
0.4 MJ (20%)

Figure 3.24: Energy and exergy distribution of the combined ICE and
WHR System when the designed XMPC is applied. The abbreviations used
are ICE: Internal Combustion Engine, TC: Turbo-Charger, WHR: Waste
Heat Recovery, ORC: Organic Rankine Cycle, and HE: Heat Exchanger.
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† reduces the calibration effort required of the ICE by at least a few thousand
operating points compared to the applied RBC; and
† meets the exhaust gas temperature (Texh ) constraints without violations in over
98% of the tested conditions, while the RBC failed to meet Texh constraints in
over 35% of the tested conditions.
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Chapter 4

Conclusions and Future Work

4.1

Summary and Conclusions

This dissertation presented the design of optimal model predictive control (MPC)
frameworks for:

1. the building heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) system integrated with the micro-scale concentrated solar power (MicroCSP) system; and

2. the internal combustion engine (ICE) integrated with the waste heat recovery
(WHR) system.
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Chapter 2 of this dissertation shows that the design of optimal MPC for the combined
building HVAC system and MicroCSP system reduces the energy consumption and
the energy cost of the building HVAC system. Additionally, Chapter 3 shows that
the design of optimal MPC for the combined ICE and WHR system reduces the
fuel consumption of the ICE. Chapter 3 explores the application the ICE + WHR
system for the transportation sector and electricity generation in buildings. Hence,
Chapters 2 and 3 of this dissertation make important contributions to improving the
energy efficiency of energy systems in heat and power applications.

In Chapter 2 of this PhD dissertation, MPC frameworks are designed based on either
the energy, operational cost or the exergy of the combined MicroCSP and building
HVAC system. The MPC frameworks are termed as energy based MPC (EMPC), energy cost based MPC (CMPC) and exergy based MPC (XMPC), respectively. EMPC
is designed to minimize the energy consumption of the building HVAC system. CMPC
is designed to minimize the energy cost of the building HVAC system in cases where
the power grid has dynamic pricing (i.e., locational marginal pricing (LMP)). Finally, XMPC is designed to maximise the second law of thermodynamic efficiency
of the combined MicroCSP and building HVAC system. In other words, XMPC is
designed to maximise energy available in the MicroCSP system while minimising the
irreversibilities (e.g. heat lost to the environment) in the combined MicroCSP and
building HVAC system. Each of the designed MPC frameworks are evaluated by comparing them with a rule based controller (RBC). RBC is the simplest and most used
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control technique for HVAC systems in buildings. It is based on a pre-determined set
of rules that are implemented to control the behavior of a system.

The major findings and conclusions from Chapter 2 are:

Designed MPC vs. RBC
† The results of study for a sample sunny and cold day in Houghton, MI show that
the building energy reduces by 38% when EMPC is applied instead of using the
RBC. Furthermore, the application of CMPC reduces the building energy cost
by 70%, compared to that in the RBC. Finally, XMPC reduces the building
energy by 45%, compared to when RBC is applied.

Storage Sizing Effects
† It is critical to properly size the thermal energy storage (TES) capacity for a
given building. For the conditions studied in Chapter 2, the maximum energy
saving of the building is found to be at 38 kWh when EMPC is applied and
48 kWh when XMPC is applied, respectively instead of using the RBC. Furthermore, the building energy cost saving by applying CMPC instead of RBC
reaches its maximum value starting from 114 kWh capacity. Overall, the capacity of TES needs to be chosen carefully to avoid unnecessary oversizing since
after reaching the optimal capacity, the cost and energy savings do not change
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any more even if the capacity is increased.

Prediction Uncertainty Effects
† In order to evaluate the effects of uncertainty in the future prediction of the
solar irradiation, the ambient temperature, and/or LMP for the sample day, a
Monte Carlo simulation (MCs) study was carried out. The results show that, by
applying EMPC instead of the RBC, the building energy saving ranges from 34%
to 42%. The building energy cost saving varies between 68% and 72% when
CMPC is applied, compared to using RBC. Finally, when XMPC is applied
instead of the RBC, the exergy savings of the system vary from 16% to 18%,
which results in a building energy reduction from 44% to 47%.

Furthermore, the results from Chapter 2 show that XMPC offers the maximum building energy savings; but, the highly nonlinear exergy functions make XMPC the most
computational expensive among the optimal controllers discussed.

In Chapter 3 of this PhD dissertation, EMPC and XMPC frameworks are designed
and applied to the combined ICE and WHR system. It should be noted that, EMPC
is designed for the combined ICE and WHR system as applied to transportation
and building electricity generation applications; where as, XMPC is designed for the
combined ICE and WHR system as applied to the transportation application. The
effect of adding WHR and the effect of the designed MPC frameworks are evaluated
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by comparing them with RBC applied to both the ICE system without WHR and the
combined ICE and WHR system. RBC represents a fully calibrated engine operation
done by the engine test cell calibration engineer.

The major findings and conclusions from Chapter 3 are:

Fuel Savings
† EMPC and XMPC when applied to the combined ICE and WHR system can
provide 6% and 7% fuel saving, respectively; compared to the baseline RBC for
the ICE system without WHR; and

† EMPC and XMPC improves the fuel saving by 2% and 3%, respectively; compared to the RBC for the combined ICE and WHR system.

Meeting Exhaust Gas Temperature Requirements
† The designed controller will encounter situations dictated by exhaust aftertreatment system conditions. More particularly, the controller should be capable of
maintaining the exhaust gas temperature at the inlet of the aftertreatment system to be greater than the required catalyst light off temperature. The designed
EMPC and XMPC meet the exhaust gas temperature (Texh ) constraints, while
the RBC failed to meet Texh constraints in over 33% of the tested conditions.
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Controller Calibration Efforts
† The designed EMPC and XMPC reduces the calibration effort required of the
ICE by at least a few thousand operating points compared to the applied RBC.
Further analyses of Chapter 3 shows that XMPC outperforms EMPC w.r.t. fuel
savings in the ICE. Offline exergy based analysis on the system gives more sub-system
optimization opportunity when compared to energy based analysis; but, XMPC is
more computational expensive when compared to EMPC. In addition, the application
of offline exergy based analysis (and XMPC) is more challenging than offline energy
based analysis (and EMPC) due to difficulty in developing high-fidelity exergy based
models.

4.2

Suggestions for Future Work

Despite the promising results of the proposed methodology presented in chapters of
this dissertation, there is room for improvement and expanding the study. Here is
the list of some research areas worthy of further investigation:

Controller Implementation
† Real-time implementation of the designed MPC on a building HVAC + MicroCSP test cell and an ICE + WHR test-cell represents the next steps to
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realize the designed controllers from this PhD dissertation.

MPC for ICE + WHR with Noise and Emission Constraints
† In this dissertation, the effects of ICE on combustion noise and engine-out
emission were not investigated when designing optimal MPCs for the combined
ICE and WHR system. Noise and emissions can be included in the optimization
problem as constraints.

MPC for ICE + WHR + Exhaust Aftertreatment System
† This dissertation showed the capability of the designed optimal MPCs for the
combined ICE and WHR system to meet the exhaust temperature required for
exothermic reactions in the exhaust aftertreatment system. However, meeting
the exhaust temperature requirement does not fully satisfy the requirements of
the exhaust aftertreatment system to meet the tail-pipe emissions requirements.
Hence optimal MPC for the ICE + WHR + exhaust aftertreatment system can
be designed to meet both the required power demand and tail-pipe emissions.

MPC for Building HVAC + MicroCSP with Grid Optimization
† This PhD dissertation briefly showed that the MicroCSP integration to the
building can be extended to benefit the power grid via ancillary services. Indeed,
CMPC, when applied to building HVAC + MicroCSP system, showed how the
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MicroCSP allowed the building to react to the variable electricity pricing. This
paves the way for more in-depth investigations of the potentials of MicroCSP
to other types of ancillary services such as frequency regulation, and voltage
control.

MPC for the Combined Building HVAC + MicroCSP + ICE + WHR
† Chapter 2 of this dissertation shows that the building HVAC system uses the
combined heat and power from MicroCSP system when thermal energy is available in the thermal energy storage (TES) but relies on the power grid when
thermal energy is not available in the TES. However, Chapter 3 shows that the
building electricity needs can be met by the combined ICE and WHR system.
Hence, it would be of interest to design MPC for the combined building HVAC,
MicroCSP, ICE, and WHR system for optimal energy solutions in the building.
This approach is imperative particularly in regions with less accessibility to the
power grid.

Reduce Computational Cost of Exergy based MPC
† Chapters 2 and 3 of this dissertation show that the exergy based MPC control
of the combined building HVAC + MicroCSP system and the combined ICE +
WHR system is very computationally expensive, as compared to the application
of energy based MPC. This is because of the non-linearity of exergy based
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formulation of the energy systems. The computational cost of exergy based
MPC can be reduced by using the control techniques of neuro fuzzy inference
system [151, 152], reinforcement learning [153, 154] and imitation control [155,
156].

Integrate Exergy Effects of the System into Energy Based MPC Objective
† Another way to reduce the computational cost of exergy based MPC is by
integrating the exergy effects of the system into the objective function of a
energy based MPC. For example, if analysis of the system shows that first law
efficiency of the system increases with the decrease in ambient temperature.
Then, the first law efficiency of the system can be multiplied by the ambient
temperature to form the objective function of the MPC. Such an approach will
reduce the computational cost of the designed MPC compared to the exergy
based MPC while improving the performance of the designed MPC compared
to the energy based MPC.
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Appendix A

Details of the Energy Balance in
Fig. 3.17

The fuel energy (EF uel ) is calculated as:

EF uel = mF uel · (DSR · HVN G + (1 − DSR) · HVDiesel )

(A.1)

where, mF uel is the fuel consumed by the ICE; DSR is the diesel substitution ratio;
and HVN G and HVDiesel are heating values of natural gas and diesel fuel, respectively.

ICE
W HR
The mechanical energies from the ICE (EM
ech ) and WHR (EM ech ) are calculated by:
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ICE
EM
ech = ωICE · T qICE · t

(A.2a)

W HR
EM
ech = ωORC · T qORC · t

(A.2b)

where, ωICE and ωORC are the angular speeds of the ICE and ORC, respectively;
T qICE and T qORC are the torques produced by the ICE and ORC, respectively; and
t is the time. Additionally, the mechanical energy out of the gear box (EM ech ) and
the electrical energy out of the generator (EElec ) is calculated by:

ICE
W HR
EM ech = ηGB · (EM
ech + EM ech )

EElec = ηGen · EM ech

(A.3a)
(A.3b)

W HR,in
The thermal energy from the exhaust (Eexh
) is obtained using:

W HR,in
W HR,in
Eexh
= mexh · cp · Texh

(A.4)

where, mexh is the mass of exhaust gases of the ICE; cp is the specific heat at constant
W HR,in
pressure of the exhaust gases; and Texh
is the temperature of the exhaust gas
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before the WHR system. Furthermore, mexh is calculated using mF uel and the airfuel ratio (AF R) of the ICE is:

mexh = (AF R + 1) · mF uel

(A.5)

The values used for the constants and variables in Equations A.1-A.5 are tabulated
in Table A.1.
Table A.1
Values of the constants and variables used in Equations A.1-A.5.

Constants

Heating value of natural gas (HVN G ) [157]

45.3

MJ/kg

Heating value of diesel (HVDiesel ) [157]

43

MJ/kg

ICE angular speed (ωICE )

40π

rad/s

ORC angular speed (ωORC )

40π

rad/s

Time (t)

3

h

1.03

kJ/kg.K

Air-fuel ratio (AF R)

15

-

Gear box efficiency (ηGB )

0.98

-

Generator efficiency (ηGen )

0.9

-

RBC for ICE

90

%

RBC for ICE+WHR

90

%

MPC for ICE+WHR

95

%

RBC for ICE

619

Nm

RBC for ICE+WHR

598

Nm

MPC for ICE+WHR

601

Nm

RBC for ICE

-

Nm

RBC for ICE+WHR

27.3

Nm

MPC for ICE+WHR

33.6

Nm

RBC for ICE

871

K

RBC for ICE+WHR

870

K

MPC for ICE+WHR

877

K

RBC for ICE

44.8

kg

RBC for ICE+WHR

43.2

kg

MPC for ICE+WHR

42

kg

Specific heat at constant pressure of exhaust gases (cp ) [158]
[Assuming exhaust gas has the same properties as air]

Average diesel substitution ratio (DSR)

Average torque from ICE (T qICE )

Variables

Average torque from ORC (T qORC )

Average temperature of the exhaust gas before WHR

Mass of the consumed fuel by the ICE (mF uel )
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W HR,in
(Texh
)

Appendix B

Details of the Energy and Exergy
Balance in Fig. 3.24

The input fuel energy is assumed to be pure exergy. The fuel exergy (XF uel ) is
calculated as:

XF uel = mF uel · (KN G · DSR · HVN G + KDiesel · (1 − DSR) · HVDiesel )

(B.1)

where, mF uel is the fuel consumed by the ICE; DSR is the diesel substitution ratio;
HVN G and HVDiesel are heating values of natural gas and diesel fuel, respectively;
and KDiesel and KN G are the chemical exergy factors of diesel and natural gas fuels,
respectively.
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The output mechanical energy (i.e., work delivery) is assumed to be pure exergy. The
System
mechanical exergy (XM
ech ) from the combined ICE and WHR system is calculated

by:

System
XM
ech = ηGB · ωSystem · (T qICE + T qORC ) · t

(B.2)

where, ηGB is the efficiency of the gear box; ωSystem is the angular speed of the system;
T qICE and T qORC are the torques produced by the ICE and ORC, respectively; and
t is the time. The heat lost in the ICE (QICE
HL ) is calculated as:

ICE
QICE
HL = hhe · Ahe · (TW all − Tamb ) · t

(B.3)

where, hhe is the heat transfer coefficient between the ICE wall and the ambient air;
ICE
Ahe is the heat transfer area between the ICE wall and the ambient air; TW
all is the

wall temperature of the ICE; and Tamb is the ambient air temperature; The thermal
W HR,in
W HR,out
energy of the exhaust gas before (Eexh
) and after (Eexh
) the WHR system

is obtained using:

W HR,in
W HR,in
Eexh
= mexh · cp · Texh

(B.4a)

W HR,out
W HR,out
Eexh
= mexh · cp · Texh

(B.4b)

W HR,in
W HR,out
where, mexh is the mass of exhaust gases of the ICE; Texh
and Texh
are the
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temperatures of the exhaust gas before and after the WHR system, respectively; and
cp is the specific heat at constant pressure of the exhaust gases. The thermal exergy of
W HR,in
W HR,out
the exhaust gas before (Xexh
) and after (Xexh
) the WHR system is obtained

using:

W HR,in
= mexh · [(hW HR,in − hamb ) + Tamb · (sW HR,in − samb )]
Xexh

(B.5a)

W HR,out
Xexh
= mexh · [(hW HR,out − hamb ) + Tamb · (sW HR,out − samb )]

(B.5b)

where, Tamb is the ambient air temperature; hW HR,in and sW HR,in are the specific
enthalpy and the specific entropy of the exhaust gas before the WHR system, respectively; hW HR,out and sW HR,out are the specific enthalpy and the specific entropy of the
exhaust gas after the WHR system, respectively; and hamb and samb are the specific
enthalpy and the specific entropy of the ambient air, respectively.

ORC
HE
TC
) are given
), and ORC (XDest
), HE (XDest
The exergy destructions in the TC (XDest

by Eqs. (B.6a), (B.6b) and (B.6c), respectively as shown below:

c,in
tb,out
tb,in
TC
XDest
= Tamb · (mint · (sc,out
int − sint ) + mexh · (sexh − sexh ))

(B.6a)

HR,out
HR,in
HE
XDest
= Tamb · mexh · (sW
− sW
)
exh
exh

(B.6b)

ORC
XDest
= Tamb · (

QLost
QORC
−
)
Tcon,m
Tev,m

(B.6c)

c,out
where, mint is the mass of the intake air; sc,in
int and sint are the specific entropies of the
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tb,out
intake air entering and leaving the compressor of the TC, respectively; stb,in
exh and sexh

are the specific entropies of the exhaust gas entering and leaving the turbine of the
HR,in
HR,out
TC, respectively; sW
and sW
are the specific entropies of the exhaust gas
exh
exh

entering and leaving the HE, respectively; QLost and QORC are the heat transferred
from the condersor of the ORC to the ambient and the heat input from the exhaust gas
to the ORC, respectively; and Tev,m and Tcon,m are the arithmetic mean temperatures
of the evaporator and condenser of the ORC, respectively.

The specific enthalpy (hx ) and the specific entropy (sx ) for the fluid at state “x” is
calculated as a function of the Temperature (Tx ) and pressure (px ) of the fluid at
state “x” as shown below.

hx = f (Tx , px )

(B.7a)

sx = g(Tx , px )

(B.7b)

It is worth noting that, the intake air and exhaust gas are assumed to behave as an
ideal gas. Finally, mint and mexh are calculated using mF uel and the air-fuel ratio
(AF R) of the ICE:

mint = (AF R) · mF uel

(B.8a)

mexh = (AF R + 1) · mF uel

(B.8b)
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The values used for the constants and variables in Equations B.1-B.8 are tabulated
in Table B.1.
Table B.1
Values of the constants and variables used in Equations B.1-B.8.

Constants

Heating value of natural gas (HVN G ) [157]

45.3

MJ/kg

Heating value of diesel (HVDiesel ) [157]

43

MJ/kg

Exergy factor of natural gas (KN G )

1.09

-

Exergy factor of diesel (KDiesel )

1.07

-

System angular speed (ωSystem )

40π

rad/s

Heat transfer coefficient between ICE wall and ambient air (hhe ) [159]
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W/m2 .K

Heat transfer area [159] (Ahe )

0.97

m2

Time (t)

10

s

1.03

kJ/kg.K

Air-fuel ratio (AF R)

15

-

Gear box efficiency (ηGB )

0.98

-

Ambient pressure (pamb )

96

kPa

Average diesel substitution ratio (DSR)

95

%

Average torque from ICE (T qICE )

595.5

Nm

Average torque from WHR (T qORC )

32.6

Nm

485

K

281.3

K

872.4

K

524.7

K

97.2

kPa

Specific heat at constant pressure of exhaust gas (cp ) [158]
[Assuming exhaust gas has same properties as air]

Average temperature of ICE wall

ICE
(TW
all )

Average ambient temperature (Tamb )
Average temperature of the exhaust gas before WHR
Average temperature of the exhaust gas after WHR

W HR,in
(Texh

=

tb,out
Texh
)

W HR,out
(Texh
)

HR,in
Average pressure of the exhaust gas before WHR (pW
= ptb,out
exh
exh )

Variables

Average pressure of the exhaust gas after WHR

HR,out
(pW
)
exh

97.2

kPa

Average pressure of the intake air out of the compressor

(pc,out
int )

115.7

kPa

Average temperature of intake air out of the compressor

c,out
(Tint
)

294.3

K

951.5

K

Average pressure of the exhaust gas out of the ICE (ptb,in
exh )

139.7

kPa

Cumulative heat lost from the ORC (QLost )

0.11

MJ

Cumulative heat input to the ORC (QORC )

0.21

MJ

Average arithmetic mean temperature of the ORC condenser (Tcon,m )

315

K

Average arithmetic mean temperature of the ORC evaporator (Tev,m )

465

K

Mass of the fuel consumed by the ICE (mF uel )

38.3

g

Average temperature of the exhaust gas out of the ICE
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tb,in
)
(Texh
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Appendix D

Program and Data File Summary

D.1

Chapter 1
Table D.1
Chapter 1 figure files.

File name
File description
ICE Energy.pdf
Figure 1.1
ICE Energy1.pdf
Figure 1.1
hot.pdf
Figure 1.3
cold.pdf
Figure 1.3
hotcold1.pdf
Figure 1.3
hotcold2.pdf
Figure 1.3
DissertationArea ICE.pdf
Figure 1.4
DissertationArea MPC0.pdf
Figure 1.5
Figure 1.5
DissertationArea MPC.pdf
Thesis organization.vsdx
Figure 1.7
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D.2

Chapter 2
Table D.2
Chapter 2 figure files.

File name
System.svg
PTC Validation
ORC Schematic.svg
ORC rp.fig
MPC Structure Energy CSP.pdf
Solar Input.pdf
rbc11.pdf
rbc12.pdf
rbc13.pdf
rbc14.pdf
rbc15.pdf
ce11.pdf
ce12.pdf
ce13.pdf
ce14.pdf
ce15.pdf
cc11.pdf
cc12.pdf
cc13.pdf
cc14.pdf
cc15.pdf
TES Sizing.pdf
Fig RBC MC e.pdf
Fig RBC MC c.pdf
MPC Structure.svg
Sample Day Cold Sunny.fig
RBC Cold Sunny.fig
MPC Ex Cold Sunny.fig
SankeyDiagram CSP v2.vsd
Sizing.fig
MCS Daily.fig
MCS Seasonal.fig
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File description
Figure 2.1
Figure 2.2
Figure 2.3
Figure 2.4
Figure 2.5
Figure 2.6
Figure 2.7
Figure 2.7
Figure 2.7
Figure 2.7
Figure 2.7
Figure 2.8
Figure 2.8
Figure 2.8
Figure 2.8
Figure 2.8
Figure 2.9
Figure 2.9
Figure 2.9
Figure 2.9
Figure 2.9
Figure 2.10
Figure 2.11
Figure 2.11
Figure 2.12
Figure 2.13
Figure 2.14
Figure 2.15
Figure 2.16
Figure 2.17
Figure 2.18
Figure 2.19

Table D.3
Chapter 2 data files.

File name
Disturbance Matrix 21 March 2015.mat
Building Other Load
Dyn Pricing.xls
Houghton 2016.xlsx
Houghton ProductionV4.mat

File description
Experimental temperature data
Electrity consumption
LMP
Sample day measurements
PTC output

Table D.4
Chapter 2 MATLAB scripts and SIMULINK models.

File name
File description
RuleBased HVAC 18 March 2016.m Script to run RBC
Optimal Energy.m
Script to run EMPC
Optimal Cost.m
Script to run CMPC
Optimal Exergy.m
Script to run XMPC
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D.3

Chapter 3
Table D.5
Chapter 3 figure files.

File name
File description
ICE Schematic.pptx
Figure 3.2
Figure 3.2
Engine test bed.pptx
Test Bed.pptx
Figure 3.3
Figure 3.4
Eng SS.fig
Eng Transient.fig
Figure 3.5
Control Structure EMPC Automotive.pdf
Figure 3.6
Figure 3.7
Tq Dem EMPC Automotive.pdf
Control Output EMPC Automotive.pdf
Figure 3.8
Plant Output EMPC Automotive.pdf
Figure 3.9
Figure 3.10
Control Outputs Dy T EMPC Automotive.pdf
Control Structure.pptx
Figure 3.11
RBC.pptx
Figure 3.12
Figure 3.13
Power tracking.fig
Control Output.fig
Figure 3.14
Figure 3.15
Plant Output.fig
Control Output 2.fig
Figure 3.16
Sankey RBC ICE.pdf
Figure 3.17
Sankey RBC ICE WHR.pdf
Figure 3.17
Sankey MPC ICE WHR.pdf
Figure 3.17
Figure 3.18
Structure XMPC ICE.pptx
XMPC ICE RBC.pptx
Figure 3.19
XMPC ICE ModelInput.fig
Figure 3.20
Figure 3.21
XMPC ICE ControlOutput.fig
XMPC ICE PlantOutput.fig
Figure 3.22
XMPC ICE PlantOutput2.fig
Figure 3.23
XMPC ICE Sankey Energy.pdf
Figure 3.24
XMPC ICE Sankey Exergy.pdf
Figure 3.24
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Table D.6
Chapter 3 engine measurement files.

File name
DOE.Dual.Fuel.Engine.Test.Results.20190929.xlsx
DOE.Dual.Fuel.Engine.Test.Results.20191004.xlsx
DOE.Dual.Fuel.Engine.Test.Results.20191115.xlsx
1123.log
1123.csv
1145.log
1145.csv
1155.log
1155.csv
1200.log
1200.csv

Table D.7
Chapter 3 MATLAB scripts and SIMULINK models.

File name
SS fit.slx
Transient1.slx
Transient2.slx
ICE Project RBC.slx
WHR Project RBC.slx
WHR Project EMPC.slx
WHR Project XMPC.slx
SlowestEMPCController.m
SlowestXMPCController.m

File description
Model Validation
Model Validation
Model Validation
Model to simulate RBC for ICE only
Model to simulate RBC for ICE + WHR
Model to simulate EMPC for ICE + WHR
Model to simulate XMPC for ICE + WHR
Script with EMPC formulation
Script with XMPC formulation
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